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FAA NextGen eNews – July 2013 
 
FAA NextGen eNews is a compilation of news items from the past month related to U.S. 
National Airspace System operations, safety, security, capacity, efficiency and environment.  We 
provide it to the aviation community for unofficial use.  Today’s distribution contains recent 
accomplishments, information from June and links to source documents.  Please contact 
sheila.ctr.sygar@faa.gov to add or delete an addressee from distribution and comment on the 
eNews. 
 
Headlines of all items appear in the eNews separately at the top of the section.  You can go 
directly to any item by clicking the headline while pressing CTRL. You can return to the 
headlines by clicking “Return to Headlines” while pressing CTRL or you can browse the eNews 
items one by one, without hyperlinks.   
 

What’s New in NextGen? 
 
Implementing NextGen initiatives involves complex activities ranging from concept 
development to deployments of capabilities in the National Airspace System (NAS).  
 

Since May, 22 new ADS-B radio stations became operational. Additionally, the network 
includes advisory services and separation services.  A service volume is a defined volume 
of airspace in the NAS within which a set of ADS-B services are available and achieved 
the required performance for the set of services. 
 
Since May, new service volumes included: 

 13 Advisory Terminal Service Volumes 
 1 Advisory Enroute Service Volume 

 
More specific localized capabilities enabled by ADS-B and facility locations can be 
found on the NextGen website under NextGen Implementation. 

 
Satellite-based procedures, updated every eight weeks, are real implementations that 
currently provide benefits. These implemented procedures and other capabilities are on 
our interactive maps at www.faa.gov/nextgen 

 
The PBN Dashboard is a web-based evaluation tool that provides deployment and usage data on 
every RNAV and RNP airport procedure in the NAS. This operational information will support 
analysis of current PBN performance and aid in developing new procedures. 
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Note:  The PBN Dashboard can best be viewed using Internet Explorer 9, Mozilla Firefox or 
other browsers.  
 

NextGen Performance Snapshots 
 
Please visit the NextGen Performance Snapshots website to see the new city pair metrics and 
read the latest stories on how NextGen capabilities enhance airspace performance.   
 
The next update to the NPS will come out this month.  
 

Links 
 
FAA Administrator Michael Huerta spoke at these events:  

06/25/13 – SESAR Workshop, The Importance of the Trans-Atlantic Partnership 
06/05/13 – RTCA Symposium, NextGen and the Future of Aviation 

 06/04/13 – NextGen Advisory Committee, FAA Report 
 
The FAA issued these Press Releases:  

06/10/13 – FAA Requests Proposals for Options to Help General Aviation Transition to 
Unleaded Fuels 

 06/27/13 – FAA Invests in New Logan Airport Runway Safety Improvements 
 

The FAA issued these Fact Sheets:  
06/21/13 – Leaded Aviation Fuel and the Environment 

 06/21/13 – Portable Electronics on Airplanes 
 

FAA's Deputy Chief Operating Officer Teri Bristol shows how the ATO is taking action to 

pursue its top priorities as identified in the ATO’s 2013 international strategic plan in the latest 

“Letter from America” column of the Civil Air Navigation Services Organization's Airspace 

magazine. 

 

The FAA issued a notice of proposed rulemaking to make revisions to operational requirements 

for the use of Enhanced Flight Vision Systems (EFVS) and to pilot compartment view 

requirements for vision systems. 

 

The FAA published a notice of proposed rulemaking to modify two jet routes, six VOR Federal 

airways, and three area navigation routes; to establish six area navigation (RNAV) routes; and to 

cancel two VOR Federal airways in the northeast United States. 

 

The FAA published a correction to a final rule issued on May 21, 2013 that establishes five 

RNAV routes in support of the Washington, DC, Optimization of Airspace and Procedures in a 

Metroplex project. 
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The FAA's NextGen Advanced Operational Concepts Division developed a tool called 

FliteViz4D. The tool offers an expanding development platform that can display, animate, and 

analyze aircraft traffic data inputs. FliteViz4D has cameras and other features specifically 

designed to support visualizing aircraft on flight paths within the NAS. Recent demonstrations of 

FliteViz4D animations show actual recorded air traffic and convective weather. View the videos 

 

The FAA Office of Aerospace Medicine published a report, Assessing Prior Experience in the 

Selection of Air Traffic Control Specialists. 

 

The FAA issued a new draft TSO, Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) 

Airborne Equipment, TCAS II with Hybrid Surveillance. Comments are due by July 8, 2013. 

 

The DOT Office of Inspector General published these reports: 

 FAA Lacks a Reliable Model for Determining the Number of Flight Standards Safety 

Inspectors It Needs 

 FAA’s Civil Aviation Registry Lacks Information Needed for Aviation Safety and Security 

Measures 

 

NASA published the following technical reports:  

 Safety Sufficiency for NextGen: Assessment of Selected Existing Safety Methods, Tools, 

Processes, and Regulations 

 NextGen Operational Improvements: Will they Improve Human Performance 

 Flight-Deck Technologies to Enable NextGen Low Visibility Surface Operations 

 

CANSO published Vision 2020: A Clear Strategic Framework and Detailed Steps to Deliver 

Seamless Airspace Globally. 

 

MIT published a report, The Importance of Air Transportation to the U.S. Economy: Analysis of 

Industry Use and Proximity to Airports. 

 

The Airline Pilots Association published a white paper, Leveling the Playing Field for U.S. 

Airlines and Their Employees. 

 
Headlines 

 
U.S. Senate Approves Foxx to Head Transportation Department 
Ongoing Sequester Will Challenge NextGen, FAA Chief Says  
New FAA Procedures Reduce Separations at Major Airports 
Stop the Presses: NextGen Implementation Plan Goes Digital 
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House, Senate Appropriators Approve Differing Bills for FAA’s 2014 Budget 
FAA Plans for Full ADS-B Ground Support in 2014 
NAV CANADA and FAA to Cooperate on Space-Based ADS-B Development 
Lockheed Martin CEO: Collaboration Key to NextGen Success  
UPS Launches DataComm Trial at Newark Liberty 
NextGen Portfolios Focus on the Big Picture 
New Software Advances En Route Safety Analysis 
US Airways Testing ADS-B Tools to Boost Efficiency and Safety 
FAA Proposes New Landings Aided by Flight Vision Systems  
FAA’s Runway Safety Program Increases Outreach  
Raytheon’s Stars Rolls Out to Largest U.S. Tracons  
NBAA Urges Reflection on NextGen Funding 
Funding is up in the Air for FAA Control Tower Upgrade 
Aviation Industry Looks to Prevent ATC Closings in October  
FAA Safety Magazine Receives International Kudos 
Paving the Way for Runway Safety 
American Airlines Has Completed the Rollout of Computer Tablets to Pilots 
New York Port Authority Seeks Airport Improvement Ideas 
FAA Approves Narrower Flight Path for Boston Logan 
FAA May Revisit Upper Newport Bay Flight Path 
Check Your Attitude  
Navigating the Airspace of the Future 
Avionics Sales Top $1.7 Billion in First Quarter 
GAO To Reassess NextGen, Sesar Interoperability 
Paris EASA/FAA Conference Sees Calls for Greater Harmonization  
Europe Unclogs Its Runways to Combat Flight Delays  
CANSO Launches Major Initiative to Improve Runway Safety by Reducing Unstable 
Approaches  
EU Threatens Fines under New 'Single Sky' Plan 
Thales Trials Eye-Tracking Systems to Improve Controllers’ Datalink Use 
NASA Awards Contracts to Resolve NextGen “Operational Challenges” 
Is a Commercial Aviation Biofuel Industry Around the Corner?  
 

eNews 
 
U.S. Senate Approves Foxx to Head Transportation Department 
Reuters, June 27, 2013 
  
The U.S. Senate on Thursday voted 100-0 to approve Charlotte, N.C., Mayor Anthony Foxx to 
head the U.S. Transportation Department, handing him the job as tight budgets are forcing 
lawmakers to rethink how to fund huge U.S. infrastructure needs. 
 
The 42-year-old Foxx joins President Barack Obama's Cabinet after four years as mayor of the 
17th largest U.S. city and four years on the Charlotte city council. 
 
Return to Headlines 
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Ongoing Sequester Will Challenge NextGen, FAA Chief Says  
Aviation International News, June 10, 2013  
By Bill Carey 
 
Continuing annual budget reductions due to the “sequester” process in the U.S. will make it 
difficult for the Federal Aviation Administration to complete the enabling programs of the 
NextGen ATC modernization effort on time, FAA Administrator Michael Huerta told the 
NextGen Advisory Committee (NAC) on June 4. In April, the U.S. Congress passed legislation 
that gave the FAA flexibility to reallocate money and help restart one such program, he said. But 
the legislation stays in effect only for the balance of Fiscal Year 2013, which ends on September 
30. 
 
Unless the Congress reverses it, the sequester will amount to a 10-year budget-cutting exercise 
that affects both civil agencies and the Department of Defense. The measure threatens the FAA’s 
NextGen effort not so much by reducing funding for equipment in the agency’s facilities and 
equipment account, but by depleting the manpower needed to help develop and operate new 
systems, including air traffic controllers and technicians. Seven NextGen programs exist in 
various stages of implementation, Huerta said. 
 
“These programs are current contract commitments that will deliver new capabilities for all 
phases of flight by 2018,” he said. “The budget profile even under sequester would provide 
capital funding required to meet most of those commitments. But to make this happen, we also 
have to have the operations funds to maintain active work force participation in key activities. If 
we’re not able to keep that work force engagement, it’s very difficult to meet all of our current 
commitments and the associated time lines…It’s one thing to deploy a system; it’s quite another 
thing to make it operational.” 
 
When the sequester took effect on March 1, the FAA sought to cut costs by requiring controllers 
to take unpaid leave, or “furlough” days. It also announced that 149 contract ATC towers at 
small airports would close. Passed by Congress in April, the Reducing Flight Delays Act of 2013 
authorized the FAA to shift $253 million from the Airport Improvement Program, which 
lawmakers had previously exempted from the sequester, into its operations and facilities and 
equipment accounts. The agency then canceled the furloughs and contract tower closings. 
 
Huerta said the legislation also freed $10 million in funds to prevent delays in core NextGen 
programs. The money helped restart suspended parts of the Optimization of Airspace and 
Procedures in the Metroplex (OAPM) program. The OAPM effort aims to improve air traffic 
flows in congested “metroplex” regions with multiple large airports. Study teams consisting of 
the FAA, airline representatives and other “stakeholders” meet to identify efficiency gains 
through measures such as adjusting airspace sectors and implementing advanced navigation 
procedures. The FAA recalled controllers and managers assigned to metroplex projects to their 
home facilities until funding resumed. 
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The FAA’s new deputy administrator, Michael Whitaker, accompanied Huerta to the NAC 
meeting in Washington, D.C. Whitaker now serves as the agency’s “chief NextGen officer,” a 
role Huerta previously held. A former United Airlines and TWA executive, he most recently 
worked for InterGlobe Enterprises, an airline management and travel services company that 
operates Indian low-fare carrier IndiGo. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
New FAA Procedures Reduce Separations at Major Airports 
Aviation International News, June 17, 2013  
By Bill Carey 
 
Air traffic controllers are using advanced procedures to space aircraft closer together on takeoff 
and landing at major U.S. airports, making early progress toward a major goal of the NextGen 
ATC modernization effort—increasing airspace capacity. 
 
Michael Huerta, Federal Aviation Administration administrator, described two such procedures 
at the June 4 meeting of the RTCA NextGen Advisory Committee (NAC): closely spaced 
parallel operations (CSPO) and equivalent lateral spacing operations (ELSO). The NAC, chaired 
by Alaska Air Group chairman Bill Ayer, is a high-level government and industry committee 
representing all segments of aviation that advises the FAA on NextGen implementation. 
 
Under CSPO, aircraft pairs arriving at an airport with parallel runways that are separated by 
2,500 feet or less are staggered to observe 1.5 nm diagonal separation between leading and 
trailing aircraft on the separate runways. The FAA expects the procedure will increase runway 
“throughput” at major airports, especially when bad weather prohibits visual approaches. CSPO 
landings are being conducted at San Francisco International Airport, where parallel runways are 
separated by just 750 feet, and could be applied at 17 of the 35 largest airports in the U.S., 
Huerta said. 
 
The FAA has approved a reduced separation standard of 1.5 nm (down from 3 nm) for staggered 
approaches to runways in Boston, New York, St. Louis, Cleveland, Seattle, Memphis, 
Philadelphia and San Francisco. “This is a little bit of a Holy Grail for us,” Huerta said. “We’ve 
been working diligently to increase the number of aircraft that can land at an airport each hour 
while maintaining safety…Technology across the board has improved to such an extent that we 
are extremely confident that we can operate aircraft at closer proximity and still be just as safe.” 
 
ELSO reduces the minimum angle, or “divergence,” between the departure routes of aircraft on 
takeoff. The conventional separation standard requires a divergence of 15 degrees between 
departing flights; by taking advantage of area navigation (Rnav) equipment on board most 
current airliners, the divergence angle can be reduced by about half. Controllers can space routes 
more closely together and clear aircraft for takeoff more efficiently. 
 
The FAA started using the new separation standard at Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International 
Airport in October 2011. “The precision of NextGen navigation means that we can safely allow 
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jets to take off on headings that are slightly closer together,” Huerta said. “We’ve been using this 
small change in Atlanta, and we’re seeing an increase of eight to 12 airplanes departing per 
hour.” The agency estimates that ELSO has also saved airlines $20 million in fuel and reduced 
waiting times in its first year. 
 
Huerta said that ELSO is among 15 updates the FAA plans to incorporate in Order 7110.65, the 
manual that prescribes air traffic controller standards and procedures. He noted that the agency 
published the controllers’ manual long before “performance-based” navigation came into use, 
and it must be updated to take advantage of NextGen procedures. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Stop the Presses: NextGen Implementation Plan Goes Digital 
Focus FAA, June 19, 2013  
 
The annual update to the NextGen Implementation Plan, like NextGen itself, is leveraging 
technology to provide for more effective and efficient information sharing. The 2013 edition of 
the plan, which was published online yesterday, is only available in digital formats. You can read 
about NextGen successes and goals in various e-book formats, or in PDF, which allows you to 
print if needed. 
 
"The implementation plan represents the agency's keenest assessment of where we are and where 
we are going with NextGen," said Gisele Mohler, director of NextGen Performance and 
Outreach. "Development of the plan is a complex, agency-wide undertaking." 
 
The outreach document provides FAA stakeholders — including the aviation community, 
Congress, government oversight entities, and the general public — with the latest progress in the 
transformation of the National Airspace System. 
 
The digital format adds value for readers by providing web links to the latest information 
available on the FAA website, including "digital sidebars" on topics such as performance based 
navigation and international cooperation. Additionally, e-book readers can view a mobile-
optimized version of the plan that's customized to their device type. The move from print to 
online distribution also responds to initiatives to reduce print and paper costs across the federal 
government. 
 
Another first this year: a chapter on NextGen benefits for general aviation. The new chapter 
explains benefits such as performance-based approaches that capitalize on GPS and wide area 
augmentation system technology (WAAS). These satellite-aided procedures are providing 
general aviation operators with greater access to more airports, particularly in poor weather 
conditions. 
 
The plan notes that automatic dependence surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) ground station 
deployment surpassed the 500-station milestone in 2012. Making use of GPS and ground-based 
technology, ADS-B is the NextGen alternative to radar for tracking aircraft in the NAS. The 
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FAA believes publication of technical guidance materials over the past two years will stimulate 
aircraft equipage. Aircraft flying in designated airspace must be equipped to broadcast position 
information to the ADS-B network by Jan. 1, 2020. 
 
The plan updates the optimization of airspace and procedures in the metroplex (OAPM) 
initiative, which has eight active metroplex sites in various phases of development. Metroplexes 
are metropolitan areas where several airports are located within close proximity to one another. 
 
OAPM is the fast-track effort to implement performance based navigation procedures and 
closely associated airspace improvements to help air carriers and other types of aircraft operators 
reduce fuel consumption and harmful aircraft exhaust emissions. By summer, the first three sites 
in Washington, D.C., North Texas, and Houston will have entered the implementation phase. 
 
The plan is developed by the NextGen Outreach and Reporting division under the guidance of a 
cross-agency working group. As a consensus document, the plan also undergoes review by the 
Department of Transportation and the Office of Management and Budget. Once published, the 
plan is global in its reach, as the FAA works with its foreign counterparts to harmonize 
international modernization efforts. 
 
"Just as every employee and contractor supports the FAA's safety mission, we're all working 
together to advance NextGen," noted Mohler. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
House, Senate Appropriators Approve Differing Bills for FAA’s 2014 Budget 
Aviation Week, July 01, 2013  
By Kerry Lynch 
 
The U.S. House of Representatives and Senate Appropriations Committees last week made 
substantially different recommendations for the fiscal 2014 FAA budget, clearing bills that are 
nearly $1 billion apart in funding. 
 
The Senate Appropriations Committee approved a bill 22-8 that calls for an increase in the 
FAA’s funding over fiscal 2013 levels to $15.9 billion. This would include increased funding for 
safety inspectors and NextGen investments. At the same time, the House approved 28-20 a bill 
that would cut the agency's funding to $15 billion. 
 
The biggest differences in funding would come from the facilities and equipment (F&E) account, 
where the Senate recommended $2.7 billion for fiscal 2014 and the House is calling for $2.2 
billion. The House level is more than $600 million below the Obama administration’s request. 
 
The F&E account funds most FAA air traffic control equipment and NextGen programs. 
 
The Senate also is recommending $200 million more than the House to cover the FAA’s 
operations. The $9.7 billion approved by the Senate Appropriations Committee would enable the 
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agency to hire up to 100 more safety inspectors and would be $100 million more than the fiscal 
2013 level. 
 
The Senate also sees more money for the Airport Improvement Program, $3.4 billion, compared 
with the House recommendation of $3.2 billion. But the House level is still $300 million above 
the administration’s request. The White House, however, had called for the ability of airports to 
increase the passenger facility charge, something the House bill rejects. 
 
The Senate is also more generous toward the FAA’s research, engineering and development 
efforts, calling for $160 million, compared with $145 million recommended by the House. 
 
In the Republican-led House, the Appropriations Committee was given a much smaller 
allocation to work with when drafting the 2014 Transportation, Housing and Urban Development 
funding bill, which includes the FAA budget. The total allotment—for all agencies in the bill—
was $7 billion less than last year’s budget. The Senate, on the other hand, provided an increase of 
almost $2.4 billion. 
 
Both bills would preserve the contract tower program as well. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
FAA Plans for Full ADS-B Ground Support in 2014 
Avionics Magazine, June 6, 2013 
By Woodrow Bellamy III 
 
FAA Administrator Michael Huerta said the ground infrastructure for the nation's automatic 
dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) will be ready for operations by next year. 
   
Huerta, speaking at the RTCA Symposium on Wednesday, said the entire United States will be 
covered by more than 700 ADS-B ground radio stations, built by ITT Exelis. Currently there are 
more than 500 ADS-B ground radio stations deployed in the U.S.  
  
"Next year the entire U.S. will be covered by over 700 ground radio stations, and even more 
equipment equipped with ADS-B, as that happens, we'll be able to fully realize its benefits 
throughout the National Airspace System," said Huerta.  
  
The FAA's top official also discussed the difficulties his agency faces in deploying ADS-B  due 
to its budget uncertainties, largely a result of the recently implemented sequester. 
  
"It would be easier to carry out our goals with a clear long-term fiscal solution--sequester, 
continuing resolutions year after year make it a little more challenging for the continuity of 
NextGen programs," said Huerta. 
  
ITT Exelis is responsible for providing the ADS-B ground infrastructure for FAA. John 
Kefaliotis, vice president of Next Generation Air Transportation at ITT, provided an update on 
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the company's progress with deploying the ground stations during a panel discussion of NextGen 
integrated operational capabilities.  
  
"The ground infrastructure program is making very substantial progress," said Kefaliotis. 
"Ultimately, ADS-B will be an enabler of modernized air traffic control procedures that will 
provide very significant increases in the efficiency and capacity of NAS terminal airspace." 
  
Both commercial and private operators have been cautious to undergo ADS-B equipage as they 
wait for the government to provide the infrastructure necessary to support ADS-B. In 2010, 
former FAA Administrator Randy Babbit targeted 2013 for the full nationwide rollout of ADS-B 
ground stations.  
  
However, there are current commercial and private aircraft that are equipped with ADS-B, 
allowing FAA to test functionality and show operators what benefits will result from their 2020 
mandate for aircraft ADS-B Out equipage. For example, during an RTCA panel on near-term 
versus long-term NextGen implementation, Steven Dickson, senior vice president of flight 
operations at Delta Air Lines, said "aircraft equipage is becoming less of a problem." 
  
Crucial to the government-industry collaboration necessary to ensure the nationwide rollout of 
ADS-B ground stations is achieved, and the 2020 mandate is met by airlines and operators, is the 
NextGen Advisory Committee (NAC). The group holds meetings throughout the year to allow 
government and industry stakeholders to create funding, policy and procedure solutions that help 
to deploy all of the components of NextGen. 
  
"When we first got started, there was the idea that NextGen is kind of a big-bang technology," 
said NBAA President and NAC committee member Ed Bolen. "Over the years its been 
understood, its not just about technology, its about policies, its about procedures, its about 
operations, and we're doing all of this to ensure that our system reduces its environmental 
footprint through more direct routing, we're doing it to increase safety through better situational 
awareness--and we're continuing to make progress on bringing that all together." 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
NAV CANADA and FAA to Cooperate on Space-Based ADS-B Development 
NAV CANADA Press Release, June 24, 2013  
 
NAV CANADA and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) have signed a Declaration of 
Intent to collaborate on a range of technical and operational issues in support of the development 
and deployment of space-based Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B). 
 
With the Declaration of Intent, NAV CANADA and the FAA have committed to working 
together on development of common requirements including the development of policies, 
standards and operational procedures. Among other things, this will include required navigation 
performance standards, required communications performance standards, hazard and safety 
analysis, and international standards and recommended practices. 
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“We look forward to working together to improve and harmonize the efficiency of our respective 
air traffic management services to take advantage of the opportunities presented by space-based 
ADS-B,” said Rudy Kellar, NAV CANADA Executive Vice President, Service Delivery. “This 
is an exciting new direction – one with the promise of significant benefits in safety, fuel savings 
and reduced GHG emissions for the world’s airlines.” 
 
“The FAA and NAV CANADA are global leaders in flight safety and efficiency, and this 
Declaration of Intent builds on our productive and forward-looking relationship,” said Teri 
Bristol, Deputy Chief Operating Officer – Air Traffic Organization, FAA. “There is significant 
potential in space-based ADS-B, both in safety and flight efficiency, and we are committed to 
focusing on the work identified in the Declaration of Intent in conjunction with our NAV 
CANADA colleagues.” 
 
NAV CANADA is the country’s private sector civil air navigation service provider. With 
operations from coast to coast to coast, NAV CANADA provides air traffic control, flight 
information, weather briefings, aeronautical information services, airport advisory services and 
electronic aids to navigation. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Lockheed Martin CEO: Collaboration Key to NextGen Success  
Aviation International News, June 10, 2013  
By Bill Carey 
 
The deployment of Lockheed Martin’s formerly troubled en-route automation modernization 
(Eram) system should serve as an example of the program execution critical to the success of the 
complex NextGen ATC modernization effort, according to the company’s CEO, Marillyn 
Hewson. 
 
Lockheed Martin is installing Eram at 20 air route traffic control centers (ARTCCs) the U.S. 
Federal Aviation Administration operates to manage high-altitude air traffic. It replaces the 
1980s-generation IBM Host computer system and controller workstations, providing an 
improved computing platform capable of new functions such as automatic dependent 
surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) aircraft position reports that are considered foundational to the 
NextGen effort. 
 
In a luncheon address to the RTCA Symposium in Washington, D.C., on June 5, Hewson said 
that 11 ARTCCs continuously operate the Eram system. Another five centers have reached initial 
operational capability status. “I’m grateful for the outstanding partnership we’ve enjoyed with 
the FAA, the control center teams and NATCA [the National Air Traffic Controllers 
Association],” said Hewson, who became Lockheed Martin’s chief executive in January. 
 
The FAA first awarded Lockheed Martin a contract for the ATC system replacement in 2002. 
Schedule delays and cost overruns caused the agency to recalculate or “rebaseline” the Eram 
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program in June 2011. The FAA now estimates the program will conclude four years late, in 
August 2014, and cost $330 million more than planned, or $2.4 billion. 
 
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) attributed Eram’s earlier problems to 
“insufficient testing to identify software issues before deployment at key sites and insufficient 
stakeholder involvement during system development and deployment.” In written testimony to 
the House Appropriations Committee in March, the GAO included Eram among “key issues and 
management challenges,” noting that its earlier delays affected the NextGen data 
communications (data comm) and system-wide information management (Swim) programs. 
 
“There was a time when the program wasn’t going as well as we wanted it to,” Hewson 
acknowledged in her speech. “As a foundational program for NextGen, we know how important 
it is to get it right to deliver on a promise. We learned a very important lesson from that 
experience, which I believe will be vital to NextGen’s future. Collaboration with all stakeholders 
at every stage of the program is the key to success.” 
 
In an earlier panel discussion at the RTCA Symposium, David Grizzle, COO of the FAA’s Air 
Traffic Organization, said that engaging air traffic controllers in the system replacement helped 
reverse Eram’s fortunes. “The way we’ve been able to get Eram back on track is by involving 
controllers in multiple aspects of that program roll-out, [at each] center,” Grizzle said. “Before 
the product even rolls off the loading dock at Lockheed Martin we’ve got controllers with their 
hands on it, and as every stage of product improvement takes place, controllers are working on 
it.” 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
UPS Launches DataComm Trial at Newark Liberty  
Aviation International News, June 3, 2013  
By Bill Carey 
 
UPS MD-11 pilots and controllers at Newark Liberty International Airport in New Jersey started 
communicating by text messages in May under the Federal Aviation Administration’s data 
communications (data comm) departure clearance (DCL) trials program. The FAA expects 
United Airlines, British Airways and other carriers will begin participating this summer. 
 
Newark’s ATC tower is the second facility to start the trials. Controllers at Memphis 
International Airport started sending text messages to FedEx Express pilots in mid-January. This 
month, both locations will receive a software upgrade to the Thales-supplied tower automation 
system being used for the trials. The tower at Memphis, FedEx’s hub airport, will then begin 24-
hour data-comm operations between controllers and pilots of properly equipped Boeing 777s and 
MD-11s, tentatively late this month. 
 
Operations at Newark Liberty “will remain in a limited mode due to facility resource restraints 
on introducing new systems [and] procedures during the summer severe weather season,” 
according to the FAA’s Data Communications Program Office. The plan is to begin full-scale 
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trial operations at Newark in the fall. In addition to United Airlines and British Airways, the 
FAA expects that Lufthansa and Scandinavian Airlines will participate, representing the first 
passenger and international carriers to join the trials. Both UPS and FedEx will also participate. 
 
The FAA is conducting the year-long trial efforts to demonstrate the functionality of text 
messaging between controllers and pilots for pre-departure and revised pre-departure clearances 
while aircraft are on the ground. Pilots already receive pre-departure clearances in text format, 
but they come indirectly from ATC through an airline’s operations center, using the aircraft 
communications addressing and reporting system (Acars). Controllers must communicate revised 
pre-departure clearances stemming from weather or other factors by voice, which can slow 
progress at a busy airport. In oceanic airspace, controllers and pilots have communicated for 
years using the Future Air Navigation System (Fans) 1/A datalink system. The FAA plans to 
expand that capability to continental airspace for aircraft equipped with updated Fans 1/A+ 
avionics. 
 
The DCL service being tested in Memphis and Newark allows pilots of Fans-equipped aircraft to 
log directly into the Thales automation system, which is located at the ATC clearance delivery 
position in the tower, via the existing airport Acars or VHF Digital Mode 2 (VDL-2) datalinks. 
Controllers can load initial and revised departure clearances directly into the aircraft’s flight 
management system (FMS). “The ability for ATC clearance delivery to send loadable revised 
route clearances to a flight deck at the gate and/or in the taxi movement areas is expected to 
significantly enhance the efficiency and speed of airport operations,” the FAA said. 
 
The FAA initially planned to conduct DCL trials at Memphis, Newark and Atlanta’s Hartsfield-
Jackson International Airport. However, the agency has removed Atlanta from the trials program 
to focus on the next step of demonstrating data messaging in the ATC en route environment in 
the 2014-2015 time frame. Plans call for deploying data comm in ATC towers starting in 2016 
for routine communications and in air route traffic control centers that manage en route traffic 
starting in 2019. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
NextGen Portfolios Focus on the Big Picture 
Focus FAA, June 4, 2013 
 
With the moving parts of NextGen development scattered throughout the agency and across the 
country, it can be challenging to make sure they all work together when delivered in the field and 
into National Airspace System (NAS) operations. 
 
The FAA’s Portfolio Management Teams meet that challenge by keeping their eyes on the big 
picture, ensuring that related NextGen improvements are developed and deployed, and work as 
advertised from an overall NAS benefits perspective. 
 
“Everyone realizes we need to be together and pulling in the same direction,” said J.C. Johns, 
director of National Airspace System Lifecycle Integration, who oversees the teams. “This is the 
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only way to be sure the NextGen effort is doing the right thing at the right time and in the right 
place to deliver benefits. Considering the current budget environment, this is more important 
than ever.” 
 
Greg Cox heads the Closely Spaced Parallel Operations task from the Mike Monroney 
Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma City, Okla., and is a member of the Improved Multiple 
Runway Operations (IMRO) team. When he first heard about the portfolio management 
approach he thought it would just add another organizational layer to an already complex 
development process. In fact, the portfolio team helped Cox make progress. Soon, the first 
improvements to come out of the IMRO portfolio process will enable several airports, including 
Atlanta, to continue aircraft approach and landing operations during periods of low visibility at 
nearly the same pace as under clear conditions. 
 
Cox gives credit to Leo Eldredge, who heads up the IMRO portfolio team, as well as teams 
involved with Performance Based Navigation and Improved Approaches and Low Visibility 
Operations. Eldredge, who is based at Headquarters, engages others in collaboration and helps 
motivate them to keep things moving. 
 
Sometimes just getting everyone in the same room helps. 
 
“Leo can look down the table at a representative for an organization and say this task is coming 
our way, what will it take to get it done?” said Cox. All three of Eldredge’s portfolios are related, 
giving him a strategic view of the big pictures. 
 
This wide view enables the agency to perform risk management at the enterprise level, rather 
than just at the program or individual product level. Enterprise-level risk management is essential 
because everything will be more tightly integrated in the NAS than before as NextGen unfolds. 
 
The wake separation recategorization project is another operational improvement being guided 
within a portfolio team. Jesse Wijntjes led the Separation Management team at the start of the 
year before taking a new assignment as the NextGen Data Communications Program manager. 
He notes that the portfolio management approach helped support the efforts of the implementing 
organization led by Jeff Tittsworth for new wake turbulence standards.  
 
These standards have increased capacity at Memphis International Airport by more than 15 
percent and are being received favorably by our customers and aviation partners. “The wake 
recategorization efforts will and are making real enhancement in NAS operations,” Wijntjes said. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
New Software Advances En Route Safety Analysis 
ATO News, June 18, 2013 
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The ATO continues to strengthen proactive safety management with the activation of the Traffic 
Analysis Review Program in all En Route Centers. The TARP software automatically detects 
losses of aircraft separation. 
 
"Automatic reporting frees up our controllers and supervisors to concentrate on the operation 
while enabling a system-wide focus on safety trends,” explained ATO Safety and Technical 
Training Deputy Vice President Tim Arel. “It’s really a change in thinking that helps us identify 
risk in the system.” 
 
TARP seamlessly reports all losses of separation to the Comprehensive Electronic Data Analysis 
and Reporting program. The system that TARP replaces — called the Operational Error 
Detection Patch — captured losses of separation but did not transfer them directly into CEDAR. 
TARP has been used at Terminal facilities since 2009. 
 
Kurt Casper, program manager for Safety Tools, expects the change to be a time saver for 
facilities and the service areas. 
 
“As far as the facility is concerned, the changes for the operations manager and the Quality 
Control office is that manual processing of electronically generated alerts will no longer be 
necessary,” explained Casper. 
 
Those alerts will now automatically show up in CEDAR as Electronic Occurrence Reports. 
CEDAR gathers both Mandatory and Electronic Occurrence Reports for analysis by ATO Safety 
and Technical Training’s Quality Assurance team, helping the FAA study large chunks of data to 
validate and classify events, and then take aims to prevent them from occurring again. 
 
Individual facilities can also look at their MORs to identify risks and possible trends and 
compare data with their district, service area and across the country. 
 
TARP provides valuable quantitative data that can be analyzed to detect risks, while voluntary 
safety reporting programs like the Air Traffic Safety Action Program provide qualitative data 
about causal and contributory factors. The FAA’s goal is to create an atmosphere where 
controllers and managers are encouraged to identify, report and correct safety issues and 
emerging risks, and automation programs like TARP will support those efforts. 
 
The ATO's proactive Safety Management System is focused on identifying the factors that 
contribute to elevated risk, as well as prioritizing resources and programs that reduce risk and 
improve safety performance. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
US Airways Testing ADS-B Tools to Boost Efficiency and Safety 
Aviation Week, June 12, 2013  
By John Croft 
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On any given morning, groups of US Airways Airbus A330s head west out of various European 
countries on North Atlantic tracks that ultimately lead to Philadelphia International Airport. 
 
Those routes and more are about to become more efficient this month with the expected 
operational approval from the FAA of the carrier’s SafeRoute suite of automatic dependent 
surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) tools. As certified by the FAA in April, SafeRoute features four 
applications that allow for reduced or managed in-trail spacing, more efficient oceanic altitude 
control and increased situational awareness on the ground. SafeRoute is built by an L-3 
Communications and Thales joint venture, ACSS. 
 
As of mid-May, Airbus had completed the full SafeRoute installation (hardware and software) in 
11 Airbus A330s (two A330-200s and nine -300s) and planned to equip the remaining nine -200s 
in its fleet with the technology by early November. Once the FAA grants operational approval 
for the applications, expected this month, US Airways plans to introduce the SafeRoute 
capabilities in stages, starting with pilots using aid-on-the-ground for situational awareness for a 
period of several months. A range of increasingly complex operations will follow, such as North 
Atlantic crossings capped with terminal operations to Philadelphia. 
 
The airline has already trained all of its A330 pilots on the new applications and procedures. 
 
No details have been released on the cost share among the FAA, US Airways and ACSS on the 
demonstration project, designed to promote early adoption of next-generation air transportation 
system (NextGen) technologies. 
 
Cost-benefit analyses are not readily available, in part due to the complexity of the operations 
and the lack of hard data. However, independent simulation analyses by NASA and Eurocontrol 
in the 2008 timeframe both indicated fuel savings will result from a key SafeRoute procedure—
in-trail procedures (ITP)—for the North Atlantic track system between Europe and the U.S. 
Approximately 1,000 aircraft cross the North Atlantic daily, most of which are operating in the 
tracks, a series of time-optimized routes that ensure separation for altitudes from Flight Level 
(FL) 290 (approximately 29,000 ft.) to FL 420. 
 
Given the lack of radar coverage over the Atlantic, aircraft spacing today is based on 10-min. 
separation, which can amount to 60-80 nm, according to Mike Davis, US Airways ’ manager of 
technology and regulatory compliance. Davis was flying right seat in the A330-200 simulator 
during Aviation Week’s visit to Charlotte. 
 
He explains that by having ADS-B “in” surveillance of other ADS-B-equipped aircraft, ITP will 
allow US Airways pilots to decrease that minimum separation to 15 nm, which will allow for 
more capacity as well as make it easier for pilots to initiate altitude changes to obtain the best 
wind profiles once they are within the tracks. 
 
In the simulator, Davis prepared the A330 for departure starting from a gate at Charlotte Douglas 
International Airport. I took the left seat while James Tyner, a US Airways A330 captain and 
check airman, handled the simulator controls in the back of the cab. 
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Pilots interface with SafeRoute via two UTC Aerospace Systems (formerly Goodrich ) Class 3 
touchscreen 8 x 10-in. electronic flight bags (EFBs) mounted in rigid cradles attached to the 
captain’s and first officer’s side windows. Depending on the application, the EFB might show a 
top-down map of traffic at the airport or in the air, or the side view of flight levels during cruise. 
 
An associated instrument, the ADS-B guidance display, is mounted to the left of the two center 
display screens on the A330 panel. It consolidates the various elements of information on the 
EFB into the textual data the pilot flying has in his forward field of view, including the command 
speed and relative distance to an aircraft to be followed. 
 
The ADS-B “in” portion of the SafeRoute system is housed in the ACSS TCAS 3000SP, a 
surveillance processor based on the company’s TCAS II/2000 product line, of which more than 
15,000 units have been delivered. ADS-B “out” surveillance is provided by ACSS’s XS-950 
Mode S transponders. 
 
Starting from the gate, SafeRoute’s Surface Area Movement Management application revealed 
the layout of the gates and offered detailed situational awareness for the initial portion of our taxi 
to Charlotte’s Runway 18C, including the identification and movement of ADS-B-equipped 
ground vehicles. Once on the taxiways, Davis explains that pilots are taught to spend about 80% 
of their time looking out the window, and 20% cross-checking that information with the cockpit 
display of traffic information (CDTI) on the EFB. “It’s another tool in their toolbox,” he says. 
 
Before installing SafeRoute, US Airways pilots had been using the EFBs for electronic charts, 
but the company says that option will be “temporarily turned off” as crews begin transitioning to 
-SafeRoute. “Once it is installed on all aircraft, charting will be available again,” says a 
spokeswoman. 
 
Davis notes that while next-generation aircraft such as the Airbus A350 will have the SafeRoute 
functions included with the avionics functions of its main instrument panel, doing so for the 
existing fleet would be cost prohibitive. According to Aviation Week’s Fleets database, US 
Airways has orders for 22 A350s. 
 
Once we departed Charlotte, Tyner set the simulator for cruise flight at FL340 and Mach 0.82 
speed and helped me configure the EFB for in-trail procedures (ITP). Today, aircraft cannot 
change altitudes to minimize fuel burn in the North Atlantic tracks if there is another aircraft 
within 10-min. flight time (60-80 nm) ahead and behind the current and desired altitudes. 
Equipped with ITP, a willing air traffic control sector, and nearby aircraft that have ADS-B, 
pilots will have the needed surveillance to safely change altitudes with as little as 15-nm spacing. 
 
On my CDTI, Tynes instructed me to highlight or “couple” to an ADS-B-equipped aircraft 20 
nm ahead and to my 12 o’clock position by pushing the “Target Next” key at the bottom of the 
EFB. 
 
The EFB uses resistive technology for touch, requiring a firm push. Once selected, the target 
aircraft’s groundspeed, distance ahead, identification and wake turbulence category (in this case, 
“Heavy”) appear on the CDTI. Next, I selected the “ITP” function at bottom left and pushed the 
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“Desired Flight Level” button and clicked on FL360. The CDTI changes to a side view of flight 
levels, showing my aircraft in magenta and ITP “reference” aircraft ahead and behind in blue 
boxes. “As long as the boxes are blue, you are good to climb,” says Tyner. 
 
If the reference aircraft are less than 15 nm ahead or behind, an amber “ITP Blocked” message 
appears in the blue box. If the pilot were to attempt the climb or descent regardless, an audible 
alert is issued in a woman’s voice, saying “ITP minimum distance.” 
 
A similar application, called Flight Interval Management (also known as Merging and Spacing) 
allows pilots to fly at the same altitude as the lead aircraft at a set distance, no closer than 15 nm. 
 
After coupling to the target on the CDTI, I selected the “Merging and Spacing” application and 
chose an in-trail distance of 19.2 nm, which corresponded to 150 sec. of time at our speed of 280 
kt. The commanded in-trail speed and distance are clearly visible on the ADS-B guidance 
display (AGD) to help the pilot maneuver his aircraft into the correct position using the flight 
management system. As an additional fail-safe, the AGD has caution lights that flash if the speed 
or distance exceed certain bounds, with details presented on the CDTI. 
 
Next we set up for a visual approach into Charlotte to follow another A330 to the runway using 
the CDTI-assisted visual separation (CAVS) application. Davis says the feature, ideally, will 
allow for visual flight rules (VFR) operations when the ceiling and visibility are as low as 1,000 
ft. and 3 statute miles, compared to 5,000 ft. and 5 mi. for optimal conditions. 
 
“You can substantially increase arrival rate to the airport,” says Davis. After coupling to the 
A330 ahead, the differential ground speed, distance, identification and wake turbulence category 
appear in the CDTI, with the distance and differential speed numbers on the AGI to help the 
pilots set up the required stand-off distance. Tyner notes that in-trail spacing can be as little as 3 
nm for a medium-category wake turbulence aircraft ahead, including an Airbus A320 or Boeing 
737, but must be 5 nm if a heavy-category aircraft is in the lead. 
 
Because mandates for ADS-B are still a few years away (2017 in Europe and 2020 in the U.S.), 
US Airways will initially begin testing and using the In-Trail Procedure , Flight Interval 
Management and CAVS applications on its own fleet heading from Europe to Philadelphia every 
morning. “We’re working real hard with air traffic control to get those airplanes pretty much 
gaggled up,” says Davis. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
FAA Proposes New Landings Aided by Flight Vision Systems  
Avionics Magazine, June 13, 2013 
By Woodrow Bellamy III 
 
FAA is proposing a new landing procedure for operators using aircraft equipped with Enhanced 
Flight Vision Systems (EFVS), in an effort to increase access and throughput at airports when 
low visibility conditions are present.  
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The agency published a notice of proposed rulemaking regarding EFVS landings on Tuesday, 
outlining requirements for pilots that rely on natural vision within 100 feet of the landing point 
on the runway. If confirmed as a final rule, pilots would be able to use EFVS systems, which 
provide real-time runway imagery, in place of natural vision.  
  
Under the rule, FAA is only accepting vision systems equipped with forward looking infrared 
imaging.   
  
"The FAA also believes that an EFVS can provide operational and safety benefits during 
Category II and Category III operations, especially as more advanced imaging sensor capabilities 
are developed which function more effectively in lower visibility conditions," FAA said in the 
proposed rule.  
  
Current regulations permit the use of EFVS for landings when pilots operating under parts 121, 
125 and 135 are entering airports where visibility conditions are below authorized minimums.  
  
FAA is also proposing new part 61 training requirements to ensure a safe transition to EFVS 
landings for pilots who have never performed them before, but would be eligible to with EFVS-
equipped aircraft.  
  
The agency has set a deadline of September 2013 for comments to be submitted regarding the 
rule. 
 
[The notice of proposed rulemaking is in Links above.] 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Flying Planes Closer Together Boosts Biggest FedEx Hub: Freight 
Bloomberg, June 27, 2013  
By Alan Levin 
 
With a policy change at one airport, FedEx Corp. went from having to hold up departures at its 
biggest hub to getting planes out as fast as it could line them up. 
 
The largest air-cargo hauler has increased hourly arrivals in Memphis, Tennessee, by more than 
20 percent and cut average taxi times before takeoff by 3 minutes since U.S. regulators decided it 
was safe for wide-body aircraft to fly closer to each other. The change was the equivalent of 
adding a runway at the world’s second-busiest freight airport. 
 
A planned expansion to more airports is poised to benefit United Parcel Service Inc. and 
passenger airlines. FedEx credits the pilot program in Memphis for 7 percent of its fuel savings 
this year and improved efficiency in sorting as many as 1.5 million packages a night. 
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“The result was nothing short of remarkable,” said Dan Allen, senior manager of air traffic 
operations. “It’s changed our world that dramatically.” 
 
The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration’s move in Memphis, which started Nov. 1, is the 
agency’s biggest change in more than 40 years to rules designed to keep the biggest jets safe 
from the hazard known as wake vortex. 
 
Tornado-like spiraling air movements that form off large planes’ wingtips may exceed 200 miles 
an hour (322 kilometers an hour), powerful enough to turn a smaller plane on its side, according 
to an FAA training guide. Encounters with wakes were linked to at least 51 accidents with 27 
deaths from 1983 to 1993, according to the document. 
 
Now, spurred by a decade of research using more advanced technology showing that planes may 
have been separated more than necessary, the FAA is preparing to unveil similar changes at 
UPS’s hub in Louisville, Kentucky, and delay-prone passenger airports, according to documents. 
 
For FedEx, “it’s another way for them to push down costs within their airline network,” Kevin 
Sterling, a BB&T Capital Markets analyst, said of the impacts on FedEx in an interview. 
“You’ve got fuel savings, less taxi time and less pilot hours too.” 
 
FedEx spent $4.75 billion on fuel in the fiscal year ended May 31, or about 11 percent of its total 
$41.7 billion in operating costs. It’s in the midst of a $1.7 billion cost- cutting program, parking 
older, less-efficient planes, trimming capacity to Asia and offering employee buyouts. 
 
Net income in the quarter ended May 31 fell 45 percent to $303 million, or 95 cents a share, 
from $550 million, or $1.73, a year earlier. 
 
Savings on routine operations such as taxiing would help FedEx as it adapts to customers’ shifts 
in shipping preferences to slower, lower-cost options than priority deliveries. 
 
FedEx shares rose 7.3 percent this year through yesterday, compared with 17.2 percent for UPS 
and 12.2 percent for the Standard & Poor’s 500 index. 
 
The FAA’s changes in Memphis are part of its $42 billion NextGen air-traffic makeover 
intended to replace radar with satellite-based tracking. Unlike core NextGen programs, the 
decrease in separations didn’t require airport construction, new systems or cockpit equipment. 
 
“That single, elegant solution allowed us to increase the number of flights per hour, without a 
single piece of new technology or foot of pavement,” FAA Administrator Michael Huerta said in 
an e-mail. 
 
Since 1969, multiaisle aircraft such as the Boeing Co. 747 have been given a wide berth from 
other large planes because of what was then known about wake vortex. 
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Aircraft known as “heavy,” including most wide-body planes such as Boeing’s 747 and 767, or 
the Airbus SAS A330 and A300, have been required to stay at least 4 nautical miles (7.4 
kilometers) apart as they arrive or depart. 
 
Devices perfected a decade ago could monitor the horizontal twisters with more precision, Mike 
Margulis of Lockheed Martin Corp. said in an interview. 
 
Lockheed’s WindTracer sends out laser pulses that reflect off microscopic dust particles, 
allowing researchers to track wind speed and direction in clear air, said Margulis, who heads the 
business line. 
 
The FAA used such devices over the past decade to create a database of aircraft wakes, 
according to a presentation to the WakeNet-Europe Workshop last month in Bonneuil-sur-
Marne, France. The group hosts research conferences. 
 
The research showed some of the largest planes could fly as close as 2.5 nautical miles (4 
kilometers) behind a similar model without being at risk, according to the presentation by Jeffrey 
Tittsworth, who heads the FAA program, and Steven Lang, the former program chief who now is 
a researcher at the U.S.- funded Volpe National Transportation Systems Center in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. The two have led the FAA’s effort. 
 
The new standard has been particularly helpful to FedEx. All of its 355 jets are wide-bodies or 
Boeing 757s, a single- aisle plane that’s been treated similar to a wide-body in the FAA 
separation rules, according to the company’s website. 
 
While the change has allowed 18 more FedEx arrivals an hour, the biggest impact has been on 
departing flights, FedEx’s Allen said. Before the program known as Wake Turbulence 
Recategorization or Recat began, FedEx would hold planes at the terminal to avoid lines waiting 
to take off, wasting fuel, Allen said. 
 
Now the company struggles to get planes to the runway fast enough to take all available 
departure slots, he said. 
 
While pilots are pleased with the results in Memphis, they are monitoring incident reports to 
ensure moving planes closer together at other airports won’t undermine safety, Sean Cassidy, 
first vice president of the Air Line Pilots Association, said in an interview. ALPA is the largest 
U.S. pilots’ union and represents FedEx cockpit crews. 
 
Spacing rules won’t change between most single-aisle planes, such as the Boeing 737 and the 
Airbus A320, the two most common airliner model families. They can fly within 3 nautical miles 
(4.8 kilometers) at most airports and 2.5 nautical miles at busier hubs, according to the FAA 
standards. 
 
After introducing Recat to Louisville in August, the FAA plans to expand it to San Francisco, 
Atlanta, Houston, Miami and Philadelphia, said Laura Brown, an agency spokeswoman. 
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If Recat adds even a handful of landings and takeoffs an hour at busy airports, it may provide an 
opening for more competition by passenger carriers, George Ferguson, senior analyst for 
aerospace and airlines at Bloomberg Industries, said in an interview. 
 
 
“How can you increase capacity without spending millions and millions on new runways?” Scott 
Pressley, the National Air Traffic Controllers Association union’s representative on the FAA’s 
program, said in an interview. “We’ve just showed you how.” 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
FAA’s Runway Safety Program Increases Outreach  
Aviation International News, June 24, 2013  
By Robert P. Mark 
 
Most of the resources to reduce runway incursions are already in place, according to the FAA’s 
group manager for runway safety, Jim Krieger, who believes the problem is well understood by 
pilots, controllers, airport managers and airport vehicle drivers. “Most of what we do now is 
evaluate an incursion after it occurs,” Krieger told AIN. “We need to look at all of the [data] 
outcomes and become more predictive about these events. We need to learn how to help 
operators before they make the mistake.” However, since FAA budget constraints have cut 
deeply into his options, Krieger wants to use technology to help with his office’s new outreach 
efforts to reduce incursions. Some options include new mobile apps and transforming text-based 
NOTAMs into graphically based notices that are easier to understand. Krieger has reached out to 
sources in the industry, such as pilot training experts John and Martha King, the Aircraft Owners 
and Pilots Association and the National Business Aviation Association for help. Before assuming 
his current role, Krieger was the quality assurance manager at Chicago O’Hare International 
Airport, where ongoing construction work taught him how a wide range of factors affect airport 
operational safety. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Raytheon’s Stars Rolls Out to Largest U.S. Tracons  
Aviation International News, June 18, 2013  
By Bill Carey 
 
The Raytheon standard terminal automation replacement system (Stars) began continuous 
operations in early May at the Dallas-Fort Worth terminal radar approach control (Tracon) 
facility, the first of 11 large Tracons in the U.S. to manage air traffic continuously using the new 
ATC automation system. 
 
Stars integrates aircraft surveillance and flight-plan data and presents the information to 
controllers on high-resolution, 20-by-20-inch color displays. The system is capable of tracking 
up to 1,350 airborne aircraft simultaneously within a terminal area, according to Raytheon. The 
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Stars multi-sensor fusion tracker is also integrated in the Lockheed Martin en route automation 
modernization (Eram) system used by the FAA’s air route traffic control centers (Artccs) to 
manage high-altitude traffic. 
 
Raytheon is the prime contractor for updating the U.S. terminal-area ATC infrastructure under 
the Federal Aviation Administration’s long-running Terminal Automation Modernization and 
Replacement (TAMR) contract. Under the TAMR Phase 1 effort completed in 2007, the 
company replaced automated radar processing and display systems at 47 Tracons and their 
associated ATC towers. TAMR Phase 2 modernized or replaced automation systems at nine 
FAA sites through 2009. 
 
In April 2011, Raytheon announced a $177 million contract modification from the FAA to 
deploy Stars at the 11 largest Tracons, replacing their legacy CARTS, or common automated 
radar terminal systems, as part of TAMR Phase 3. These are the Northern California, Southern 
California, Dallas-Fort Worth, Atlanta, New York, Potomac (Washington, D.C. area), St. Louis, 
Denver, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Chicago and Louisville Tracons, considered the most capable 
facilities in the U.S. national airspace system. The Dallas-Fort Worth Tracon, responsible for 
Dallas-Forth Worth (DFW) International Airport and Dallas Love Field, was first to achieve the 
FAA’s continuous operations milestone. 
 
TAMR Phase 3 is being conducted in two segments. Once the largest Tracons are equipped, 
Stars will be rolled out to nearly 100 remaining CARTS sites, according to the FAA. 
 
The transition to Stars was troubled by delays and escalating costs in its early years. Robert 
Meyer, Raytheon business development manager for air traffic management, said the two-year 
transition to continuous operations at Dallas-Fort Worth was smooth. “It’s attributable to a 
tremendous team effort between the FAA team and the Raytheon team to ensure that all of the 
stakeholders involved in transitioning a major air traffic control system had confidence that the 
system will do what they say it’s going to do,” Meyer said. 
 
An internal FAA employees newsletter dated May 16 concurred with Meyer’s assessment. “This 
effort has been a model of teamwork and collaboration that’s culminating in (the) Dallas-Fort 
Worth Tracon and other area facilities implementing Stars on time,” Mitch Herrick, the National 
Air Traffic Controllers Association program lead, states in the report. According to the article: 
“The effort to bring Stars to the DFW Tracon promises benefits that should extend beyond the 
Dallas area. Every other facility using Stars will have the opportunity to use the rules and new 
software functionality, as well as new training created for the DFW Tracon.” 
 
The Northern California Tracon responsible for the Oakland, San Francisco and other airports 
will be the next large facility to transition to Stars, and is scheduled to begin operations later this 
year, Meyer said. Meanwhile, the Philadelphia Tracon was moving toward an operational 
readiness decision as the key site for a technology refresh at facilities that already have Stars, 
according to the FAA. In 2010, the Philadelphia Tracon was the first major facility to begin 
displaying fused radar and automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) aircraft targets. 
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Raytheon also reported progress in the deployment of its latest generation AutoTrac III (AT3) 
system outside of the U.S. AT3 processes radar, ADS-B and multilateration surveillance data and 
fuses the information with flight-plan data filed by pilots for display at controller workstations. 
The system is being used by Dubai Air Navigation Services to provide approach control for 
Dubai International and Dubai World Central-Al Maktoum International airports. Earlier this 
year, the system was undergoing testing; it is now fully operational, Meyer said. He added that 
Raytheon has integrated an “arrival manager” tool in the Dubai system that sequences arriving 
aircraft, providing controllers with a “valued added stream of information” for spacing arrivals. 
 
Raytheon is also under contract to provide AT3 in Hong Kong. That system was undergoing site 
acceptance this year and is expected to begin operating in 2014. The system’s launch customer, 
Airports Authority of India, operates AT3 at the Delhi, Mumbai and Chennai centers responsible 
for three of India’s four flight information regions. 
 
On the military front, Raytheon was recently awarded a $50.6 million initial contract from the 
U.S. Air Force for engineering and manufacturing development (EMD) of a new deployable 
radar approach control (D-Rapcon) system to replace aging mobile radars in the service’s 
inventory. The contract calls for building one EMD unit and includes production options for up 
to 18 D-Rapcon systems, for a total potential value of $260 million. 
 
Raytheon refers to its D-Rapcon solution as a “control tower in a box,” consisting of primary and 
secondary radars integrated in a deployable, quickly installed radar antenna; an operations center 
with eight controller positions; and a VHF/UHF voice communications center. The system can 
be transported in four C-130s to a forward operating area or disastersite and assembled within six 
hours to direct air traffic, Meyer said. “Deployability is one of our sweet spots,” he said. “It’s 
something that we’ve been doing for many years, and we’re going to apply all those lessons 
learned to what we’re doing for the Air Force under D-Rapcon.” 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
NBAA Urges Reflection on NextGen Funding 
Air Traffic Management, June 28, 2013  
By Aimee Turner  
 
National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) President and CEO Ed Bolen told a US 
aviation industry forum in Washington D.C. on June 27 that stakeholders should take a careful 
approach in recommending funding and other structural reforms to the world’s leading aviation 
system. 
 
“We have seen many economic, social and global challenges over the past 15 to 20 years, and we 
have continued as the leader of the world’s largest, most diverse and sophisticated air 
transportation system,” Bolen said during a panel discussion about Next Generation (NextGen) 
modernisation funding issues. 
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“We need to be careful that we preserve what makes the U.S. aviation system so great and 
unique,” he said, noting that America’s vibrant business aviation community is among those 
leadership factors. 
 
Sponsored by the National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA) and Airline Pilots 
Association International (ALPA), panelists described the difficulties facing NextGen efforts in 
the uncertain funding environment created by the sequester (across-the-board cuts to federal 
agencies), including the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). 
 
Despite the many challenges facing U.S. aviation, panelists agreed that industry stakeholders are 
moving in the right direction by convening discussions about reasonable approaches to reform 
funding for important programmes like NextGen. 
 
President of Airlines for America Nicholas Calio pointed out that a national policy approach is 
needed to ‘treat the industry as the strategic asset that it is for the nation’. Such a national policy 
should include a fresh look at the tax and regulatory structure and how to provide adequate, 
steady funding for NextGen, and also should include a restructuring of the FAA itself, in light of 
global aviation competition, he said. 
 
Bolen echoed Calio’s comments, suggesting that ‘helping to make aviation a national priority is 
fundamental for all of us. The aviation system is vital to the nation’s global economic leadership 
and jobs growth, and the business aviation industry is an essential component of that’. 
 
He told the audience that NBAA’s 9,000-plus members rely on business aviation to compete and 
succeed in a demanding market, adding that anything a user fee system can do for us, the fuel tax 
mechanism does better’. 
 
“Business aviation fully supports paying for its share of the system using the fuel tax – it’s easy, 
simple, fast and efficient,” Bolen said, adding that it creates no administrative burden on 
companies, and it does not require a costly bureaucracy to operate. 
 
Panelist Robert Poole of the Reason Foundation, a longtime advocate of a user fee approach, 
used the challenges posed by the sequester to argue for a fresh look at privatisation, citing 
Canada as a successful example. 
 
Captain Lee Moak, president of ALPA, disagreed, saying, “I don’t think it should be a pay-only 
system for people who use it.” 
 
Bolen explained that “we need to be careful on the steps we take as we move forward,” pointing 
out that Canada has 10 percent of the U.S. population and economy, and an air transportation 
system 5 percent the size of the U.S. system. 
 
“Our system does have problems, no question about that,” he said. “But we should not forget that 
over the past 15 years we have seen an almost unbroken line of funding increases for the FAA.” 
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Other panelists included Paul Rinaldi, NATCA president, and Roger Cohen, president of the 
Regional Airlines Association. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Funding is up in the Air for FAA Control Tower Upgrade 
Los Angeles Times, June 30, 2013 
By Hugo Martín 
 
Air travel in the future will be faster, cleaner and less expensive if the Federal Aviation 
Administration's $40-billion overhaul of the nation's air control system is completed. 
 
That's a big if. 
 
With the federal sequestration fight in Washington, FAA officials say funding for the seven-year 
project could be in jeopardy. 
 
The plan, known as NextGen, replaces outdated radar-based technology with global positioning 
systems and digital communications to modernize the country's air control system. 
 
By allowing pilots to fly more direct routes and giving air traffic controllers more accurate and 
up-to-date information, the system is expected to cut airline delays 41% by 2020, compared with 
the delays without NextGen, according to a new report by the FAA. 
 
The efficiencies in the system are also forecasted to save 1.6 billion gallons of fuel and cut 16 
million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions, with $38 billion in cumulative benefits to 
airlines, the public and the FAA, the report said. 
 
A key component of the system is that air traffic controllers using GPS will get more precise 
information on planes' locations and speeds, allowing controllers to better manage the 7,000 or 
so planes in the air at any given time, according to the FAA. Because the current radar system is 
slower and less precise, controllers must add a bigger safety cushion of separation between 
planes. 
 
In a recent speech, FAA Administrator Michael Huerta slammed lawmakers for failing to reach 
an agreement on future spending plans. 
 
"Because of the financial uncertainty, we can hope for the best, but we have to plan for the 
worst," he said. "This is not a sustainable course of action, and it's no way to run a government." 
 
Good news for Internet junkies who fly out of Los Angeles International Airport: You've got 
plenty of flights equipped with wireless Internet to choose from. 
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Fliers departing from LAX to San Francisco International Airport or John F. Kennedy 
International Airport have the greatest number of daily domestic flight offering Wi-Fi, according 
to a new study by the travel site Routehappy.com. 
 
Between LAX and San Francisco, fliers can choose from 31 daily flights that offer Wi-Fi, the 
study found. Between LAX and JFK, air travelers can pick 27 daily flights with Wi-Fi service, 
according to the study. 
 
"Wi-Fi is not going away," said John Walton, director of data for Routehappy.com. "Passengers 
want it and will pay for it." 
 
Overall, 38% of the domestic flights in the U.S. offer Wi-Fi, a number that has been growing 5% 
to 7% a year, he said. But the rate will likely surge as more airlines install satellite-based Wi-Fi 
on more of their fleet, Walton said. 
 
"In the next quarter, I imagine we will see a situation where satellite Wi-Fi should be rolling out 
in big numbers," he said. 
 
Airlines in the U.S. lose or damage about 140,000 bags a month, or about three for every 
100,000 passengers. 
 
It's a relatively small loss rate. Still, several companies hope to capitalize on the frustration 
travelers feel waiting by the baggage carousel only to realize their luggage didn't make it onto 
their flight. 
 
Next week, Los Angeles company GlobaTrac plans to begin shipping a palm-sized device that 
travelers can toss into their bags to track luggage via the Internet or a smartphone app. The 
device, called Trakdot, sells for $50, plus fees from Trakdot.com. 
 
Meanwhile, European aerospace company Airbus announced last month that it is producing 
luggage with built-in technology that allows passengers to track their bags. The luggage even 
includes a built-in scale to tell whether it is exceeding the maximum weight limits. 
 
No word on the cost of the high-tech suitcase, but Airbus is reportedly considering letting 
airlines rent the bags to passengers. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Aviation Industry Looks to Prevent ATC Closings in October  
Avionics Magazine, June 3, 2013 
By Woodrow Bellamy III 
 
Aviation industry groups are looking to prevent a repeat in 2014 of the impact that the $85 
billion in government spending cuts known as sequestration had on airlines, manufacturers and 
air travelers recently. 
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A coalition of groups including the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) and the 
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) sent a letter to leaders of the House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees, urging them to preserve the contract air traffic control towers 
scheduled for closure at the end of the federal 2013 fiscal year in September. In May, both 
chambers of Congress passed a bill that allowed FAA to use $253 million in funds from its 
Airport Improvement Program account to keep funding the 149 federal contract towers that were 
originally scheduled to close in April.  
  
However, that funding is only good through the end of September. The towers, mostly located at 
small and medium-sized airports, would need an additional $150 million in the FY2014 budget 
to stay open.  
  
“NBAA has long maintained that these facilities are integral components in the world’s safest, 
largest, most diverse and most efficient aviation system,” said NBAA President and CEO Ed 
Bolen. “As lawmakers debate the federal government’s funding requirements for the upcoming 
fiscal year, we ask that they also consider the important role that contract towers play in our 
national airspace system.” 
  
FAA's contract tower program currently includes 251 smaller airports across 46 states, handling 
about 28 percent of all air traffic control tower operations in the United States. When the 
sequester cuts became inevitable in March, the agency chose to close 149 towers with fewer than 
150,000 takeoffs and landings per year.  
  
Senate Appropriations Committee Chairwoman Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.) seems to agree with 
the aviation industry that the sequester cuts need to be reversed. In an op-ed published in The 
Washington Post last week, she expressed her belief that Americans "do not fully understand the 
long-term effects of cutting $984 billion in spending over 10 years through sequestration." 
  
"We 'fixed' the Federal Aviation Administration problem for only five months, and we paid for it 
by cutting FAA programs designed to expand the capacity of U.S. airports and improve safety. 
The sequester law lasts 10 years and imposes far deeper cuts," Mikulski wrote. "The solution to 
the sequester is not rocket science. We need to come out from behind our talking points and 
negotiate in good faith." 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
FAA Safety Magazine Receives International Kudos 
Focus FAA, June 21, 2013   
 
FAA Safety Briefing magazine has been selected as the winner of the 2013 Cecil A. Brownlow 
Award given by the Flight Safety Foundation. 
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The prestigious award, which recognizes significant contributions by journalists to aviation 
safety awareness, was presented Sunday night in Paris before the opening of the biannual air 
show there. The foundation flew Editor Susan Parson to Paris to accept the award. 
 
The 52-year-old FAA Safety Briefing is a bimonthly print and online publication designed to 
make the general aviation community better aware of FAA policies and resources, help readers 
understand safety and regulatory issues, and promote continued training and skills development. 
This effort aligns directly with the FAA’s goal of reducing the number of fatal accidents in 
general aviation. 
 
The magazine’s central mission is to provide authoritative safety information of value and 
interest to its target audience — general aviation pilots, flight instructors, and aircraft mechanics. 
 
The last time an FAA publication was so honored was in 1997 when the Aeromedical Education 
Division of the Civil Aeromedical Institute in Oklahoma City, Okla., was recognized. In 1969, 
Frank J. Clifford with FAA Aviation News also won. 
 
The May/June 2013 issue of the FAA Safety Briefing is available for download. 
 
The new issue focuses on environmental advances in general aviation. Articles explore ways we 
can "fly green" through new technology and by following environmentally sound practices.  
 
Visit the FAA Safety Briefing page for downloads, archives and subscription information. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Paving the Way for Runway Safety 
Focus FAA, June 10, 2013  
 
The FAA’s Runway Safety Action Team (RSAT) has launched an online toolkit of information 
designed to help air traffic managers embrace and enhance runway safety at their facilities. 
 
A team chartered late last year by the Runway Safety Group to improve runway safety developed 
the new set of tools. Among them are a PowerPoint presentation with discussion questions that 
cover the most common areas that impact surface safety. The toolkit also provides examples of 
agendas, invitations, and reports that air traffic managers can use when they host runway safety 
meetings in their jurisdictions. 
 
Air traffic managers also will have access to replays of actual runway incursions that they can 
use to emphasize particular concepts and spark discussions that will lead to local solutions to 
common problems. “We’re not looking to blame anybody,” by replaying these incursions, noted 
Jim Krieger, director of the Runway Safety Group. “We’re looking to educate. If an incursion 
can happen to that person, it can happen to anyone.” 
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Over the past five years, Runway Safety employees traveled far and wide trying to help air 
traffic managers become skilled at holding their own local meetings. Given the current travel 
budget picture — and RSAT’s new emphasis on encouraging runway safety ownership at the air 
traffic facility level — the new toolkit was developed. 
 
“The primary value of having a runway safety specialist present at a local meeting was the 
experience and knowledge they brought about how runway safety problems were solved at a 
variety of different airports,” said Mike Meigs, chair of the RSAT Improvement Team. “The 
team needed to figure out how to equip local air traffic managers to look at surface safety from a 
fresh perspective and ensure that local teams look at all the commonly seen issues in a proactive 
fashion.” 
 
The tools have been tested in several airports over the last month and the feedback has been 
mostly positive. Jim Slate, manager of the Washington Dulles International Airport Tower, 
welcomed the toolkit as something “very beneficial.” 
 
“It’s A-to-Z on discussion items and topics of interest for airport users and the FAA on runway 
safety,” Slate said. “What I liked was that it was an organized approach to help any control tower 
manager go through the points they needed to go through and end up with an action plan 
session.” 
 
“These tools should help a local airport community find the most effective local solutions to 
runway safety problems, which are almost always the best solutions,” said Meigs. “The team 
really came together in putting together a high-quality support strategy. Key players in the 
development of the new toolkit included Cheri Walter from Chicago, Chris Diggons from Los 
Angeles, Rebecca Plentl from Fort Worth, and the recently retired Linda Berkowitz from 
Atlanta.  
 
“What they have accomplished in the name of runway safety and in a short period of time is truly 
amazing” said Krieger. 
 
Runway Safety offices located in each region will begin to use the tool on June 15. However, the 
job of the team will be far from finished at that point. Krieger’s goal is to “create more disciples” 
to the concept of runway safety. The toolkit is the first phase. 
 
“The next step,” said Krieger, “is to create infinitely more runway safety champions in the 
airport driver and pilot communities, too. The ultimate goal is to eliminate the need for a specific 
runway safety office, because we have institutionalized runway safety across the industry. That 
will only happen when runway safety principles become a way of life for every pilot, controller, 
airfield driver, and anyone that has anything to do with operations on our airports.  
 
"At that point, there will be no need for a runway safety office and, for obvious reasons, that will 
be okay with me.” 
 
Return to Headlines 
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American Airlines Has Completed the Rollout of Computer Tablets to Pilots 
Dallas Morning News, June 24, 2013 
By Sheryl Jean 
 
American Airlines said today that it has completed the rollout of its electronic flight bag program 
to pilots, becoming the first major airline to use computer tablets in airplane cockpits on all 
flights. 
 
The Fort Worth-based airline estimated that removing pilots’ 35-pound bags from planes will 
save at least 400,000 gallons of fuel a year and $1.2 million in fuel costs a year. The program so 
far has eliminated 24 million pages of paper as more than 8,000 Apple iPads have been handed 
out. 
 
“Our focus on technological improvement throughout our operation has never been stronger as 
we continue to build the new American,” said Patrick O’Keeffe, American’s vice president of 
airline operations technology, said in a statement. 
 
In April, American finished testing iPads on its Boeing 757 and 767 aircraft. The last 
implementation step was to discontinue paper revisions to terminal charts. 
 
Last September, American was the first commercial carrier to win regulatory approval for pilots 
to use iPads as electronic flight bags for aviation regulations, manuals and other paperwork they 
carry. 
 
And as of July 10, American Eagle pilots will have the option to use Apple iPads to access 
reference material and manuals, making American Eagle one of the first regional carriers to do 
so. 
 
Other phases of American’s in-flight electronic tablet program are on-going, a spokeswoman 
said. The airline is in the process of expanding the tablet program to more than 16,000 active 
flight attendants so they can access customer information during flights and use the tablets for in-
flight transactions, such as buying food, pending FAA approval. 
 
Flight attendants will use the Samsung Galaxy Note because of its thin design, easy-to-handle 
profile, security features and 5.3-inch high-definition display. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
New York Port Authority Seeks Airport Improvement Ideas 
Aviation Week, June 14, 2013  
By Andrew Compart 
 
The first phase of an airport capacity study for the major New York area airports could be 
completed by October, providing guidance on the potential addition or reconfiguration of 
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runways, says Susan Baer, who is soon to retire from her position as aviation director for the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey. 
 
Completion of the first phase of the study is likely to attract attention—not only because of 
airline interest in improving the efficiency and capacity of the delay-prone airports, but also 
because one of the options suggested by the Regional Plan Association in early 2011 would 
permit a new runway at John F. Kennedy International Airport by filling in part of Jamaica Bay. 
However, that idea does not sit well with environmentalists and some local politicians. 
 
Phase 2 of the study —being conducted for the Port Authority by Landrum & Brown, with FAA 
participation—would examine the changes in airport terminals and access that would be required 
for capacity expansion. The goal, Baer says, is for the authority to have a recommendation on 
which it can begin the environmental impact assessment process by the end of 2014. 
 
Long before then, Baer will have become an onlooker rather than an active participant. Her 
previously announced retirement from the authority—where she has worked for more than three 
decades, 25 of which have been in its aviation department—will take effect in July. 
 
She leaves as the first person in the authority’s history to have separately managed all its major 
airports and as its first female aviation director —a position she moved into in September 2009 
upon the death of her predecessor. 
 
Baer will continue her career in the New York office of a global employee-owned consulting 
firm, Arup, as global aviation planning leader. 
 
But the airport work she helped advance at the authority will continue. 
 
At LaGuardia Airport, for example, the authority is in the process of acquiring private partners to 
build and operate a new central terminal building. Baer says the authority had five responses to a 
request for quotation, and is “almost done with narrowing that down to a smaller number.” 
 
Those short-listed companies will be asked to respond to a more detailed request for proposal, 
with the goal of selecting a winning bid by the first quarter of 2014. 
 
At Newark Liberty International Airport, the authority is in the planning stages for a new 
Terminal A. 
 
The timing for it is unclear because of financial constraints, but Baer adds that “I’m pretty sure 
it’s a ‘when,’ not an ‘if.’” The project could be completed sooner, she says, if Congress raises the 
cap on airport passenger facility charges. 
 
The NextGen air traffic control system remains critical for reducing congestion and increasing 
capacity at the New York area airports, Baer emphasizes, and she says she will tell her successor 
“to continue to be a force in Washington in assuring that important issues on NextGen continue 
to be addressed.” 
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“It is important that New York be at the top of that list for NextGen deployment,” she adds. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
FAA Brings Safety Improvements to Boston Logan 
Focus FAA, June 28, 2013  
 
The FAA yesterday unveiled two significant safety enhancements to Boston Logan Airport’s 
longest runway. 
 
FAA grants totaling $50 million helped fund a crushable concrete safety area — also known as 
the engineered material arresting system (EMAS) — at the harbor end of Runway 33L that is 
designed to stop planes if they overrun the runway. The agency also installed navigational aid 
improvements that will help planes land safely on the runway in bad weather. 
 
“These two safety projects are the latest example of the critical partnership between the FAA and 
Massport, which has one mission — enhancing the safety of the flying public and the air crews 
that depend on Logan Airport,” said Administrator Michael Huerta. 
 
The new runway safety area includes a 300-foot-wide concrete pier that extends 470 feet into 
Boston Harbor. The EMAS is installed on top of the pier and covers an area 170 feet wide and 
500 feet long. The bed is designed to quickly and safely stop an aircraft as large as a Boeing 747 
at speeds of up to 70 knots, if the plane moves past the end of the runway. 
 
The FAA has approved the use of EMAS beds at airports where water, city streets, or other 
factors limit the available size for a safety area at the end of a runway. The beds have safely 
stopped aircraft that overran a runway at least eight times since 1999, including three incidents at 
JFK and one at O’Hare. 
 
Massport began the $63 million project in 2011, using $50 million in FAA Airport Improvement 
Project funding and $13 million of its own funds. 
 
As part of the runway work, the FAA worked closely with Massport to speed up the installation 
of an upgraded instrument landing system that provides precision guidance to help pilots land in 
strong crosswinds and winter operations when snow is on the ground. The new system also 
serves as a backup to another Category II/III approach on a different runway. 
 
Massport funded the $15 million project, but FAA technicians installed it as part of an aggressive 
7-month construction schedule. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
FAA Approves Narrower Flight Path for Boston Logan 
USA Today, June 6, 2013 
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Federal regulators say they've approved a plan to narrow a runway flight path at Logan 
International Airport in Boston a movie that neighbors worry will increase airport noise. 
 
The Boston Globe reports that the Federal Aviation Administration has determined a new GPS 
navigation procedure for Runway 33 Left won't have significant environmental impacts. 
 
The FAA says the new "NextGen" departure procedure, which aims to increase safety and 
efficiency, went into use Wednesday. 
 
They say Runway 33 left was Logan's only major departure runway without a NextGen 
procedure. 
 
The approval process was delayed by fierce local opposition. Neighbors objected because the 
current flight path is spread over three miles, and they say narrowing it will concentrate noise 
over homes directly under the flight path. 
 
The FAA says it will review the new procedure in six months. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
FAA May Revisit Upper Newport Bay Flight Path 
Costa Mesa CA Daily Pilot, June 25, 2013 
By Jill Cowan  
 
The Federal Aviation Administration could revisit Newport Beach's request that the agency 
consider developing an advanced departure procedure from John Wayne Airport that would 
dampen the roar of jet engines over homes neighboring the Upper Newport Bay, according to a 
letter the FAA sent the city. 
 
But first, FAA officials said, the world's busiest airport is in line for a test version of the upgrade. 
 
Starting this fall, Delta Air Lines pilots taking off from Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International 
Airport will have the option of flying a Requiered Navigation Performance departure procedure, 
which would "take aircraft on a curving path over a golf course" west of the airport, FAA 
spokesman Ian Gregor wrote in an email. 
 
The advanced departure will be available to Delta Air Lines pilots taking off from Runway 27R 
for a 90- to 120-day test period, if they request it. 
 
Atlanta was chosen for the prototype because its air traffic controllers have extensive experience 
working on other advanced satellite-guided take-off and landing procedures through the FAA's 
NextGen program, he wrote. 
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RNP departures are essentially the most advanced types of NextGen procedures and until now 
have been reserved in the U.S. for takeoffs under difficult geographical constraints — as in 
Juneau, Alaska, where planes risk crashing into mountains if they veer off course. 
 
Although Newport's procedure is still years away from guiding planes over the curves of the 
Back Bay, City Manager Dave Kiff said the letter was heartening. 
 
"I was worried we were going to get a flat-out no," he said. Instead, the city took it as a "strong 
maybe." 
 
Atlanta International said the prototype will be the FAA's "latest step" showing that NextGen 
technology "is in the best interest of the FAA, the airlines, airport sponsors and the traveling 
public." 
 
"We partner with the FAA on an ongoing basis to ensure the operation of ATL is as efficient as 
possible," airport spokesman Reese McCranie wrote in an email. "We are very excited to be able 
to participate in this." 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Check Your Attitude  
Flying Magazine, Jun 11, 2013  
By Pia Bergqvist  
 
Some people believe in the misconception that aviation accidents are largely caused by 
inexperience. But as pilots become more comfortable inside the skin of the fuselage that 
surrounds them, they can become more of a hazard. You may be surprised to learn that an NTSB 
study of general aviation accidents between 2007 through 2009 concluded that the flight time for 
accident pilots ranged from zero to 46,208 hours, with a median number of 812 hours — hardly 
the average of a novice. 
  
With comfort comes complacency, and this complacency can grow into a feeling of 
invulnerability or a macho attitude — two examples of dangerous ways of thinking that increase 
the probability of an accident. 
  
Invulnerability is the feeling that nothing bad can happen. It is the reason pilots rush through the 
preflight, run out of fuel or continue into weather they have no business flying through. A macho 
attitude makes pilots fly airplanes they are not properly trained in or takeoff when they are 
incapacitated, whether by alcohol, drugs, sleeplessness or other factors. 
  
You may not be the type of pilot who allows your attitude to degrade to the point of 
invulnerability or machismo. But as you become more comfortable flying, you should start 
paying closer attention to your actions. 
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Just because all of the cotter pins were in each nut the last 650 times you flew doesn’t mean 
they’re still in place today. Check them all every time. Just because the line guy put the fuel cap 
on properly last time doesn’t mean he did it this time. Check it. Just because you managed to 
survive that thunderstorm you inadvertently got into a few months ago doesn’t mean you will 
again. Respect the weather. 
  
There are reasons we have checklists and procedures. Don’t ignore them. Treat each flight as if 
one missed item could make it your last flight. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Navigating the Airspace of the Future 
The Hill, June 28, 2013 
By Pete Bunce  
   
The U.S. general aviation community, which is defined as all non-military and non-commercial 
aircraft, logs almost 25 million hours in the air each year. With our nation’s air traffic expected 
to double by 2031, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is working to ensure it can handle 
the increased workload. The agency’s Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), launched 10 
years ago this summer, is an important component of increased system capacity. As a program 
that is already delivering tangible economic returns for the country—by supporting increased 
levels of air travel in all weather situations, cutting down on delays, reducing aviation’s 
environmental impact and promoting economic growth—WAAS has earned and deserves 
Congress’ continued funding and support. 
 
How does WAAS work? The 38 WAAS ground stations in North America track GPS signals to 
identify imperfections in signal quality, correct those disparities and then transmit a GPS 
correction signal to the WAAS-capable receivers now in more than 65,000 cockpits. The result is 
precision navigation that provides the location accuracy needed for pilots to safely change 
altitude and flight path in any kind of weather or terrain situation. 
 
WAAS offers many benefits for pilots and passengers. These include a vertical-guided landing 
approach, which allows for a smoother descent, reducing risk and cutting down on fuel costs. 
 
Additionally, by relying on precise GPS signals, pilots can reduce the degree to which 
unpredictable weather conditions wreak havoc with their travel arrangements, allowing them to 
land safely at their preferred destination. Fewer weather delays allow companies—ranging from 
FedEx and UPS to local family-owned stores—to know their products will arrive on time, 
reducing their need to stockpile inventory. 
 
WAAS-enabled aircraft also can fly into remote regions in states such as Alaska and to small 
communities that would otherwise be difficult to reach. This is especially important given that 
consolidation by major airlines has made air travel inaccessible to many people. 
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And WAAS-enabled planes can cut flight times between departure and destination by providing 
the most efficient route to pilots during the entire duration of their flights. These direct routes 
shave minutes and gallons of fuel off their historic flight profiles. 
 
Despite these obvious benefits, only 1,500 of the nation’s 5,000 public airports to which general 
aviation aircraft fly have WAAS-enabled runways. It’s critical for Congress to continue to fund 
WAAS expansion until it is available at every public airport across the country, allowing for a 
truly integrated aviation system. 
 
Without continued funding and a push for widespread adoption of WAAS, today’s pilots will 
face challenges keeping up with the evolving traffic levels and airspace requirements. 
Additionally, efforts to advance the NextGen modernization program that is essential to the 
future of the U.S. National Airspace System will ultimately be delayed, if not derailed. 
 
As a pilot—and as the president and CEO of the General Aviation Manufacturers Association 
(GAMA), which represents more than 80 airplane, rotorcraft and associated manufacturers—I 
believe the availability of satellite-guided precision navigation systems like WAAS is the 
cornerstone of both safety and efficiency. These are top priorities for anyone who has ever set 
foot in an airplane or rotorcraft. 
 
GAMA and its member companies strongly support the proliferation of proven navigation 
technologies that provide greater connectivity to a wider range of airports. During these 
uncertain economic times where all government spending is being scrutinized and reassessed, it 
makes sense to complete—and in some cases accelerate—programs that are already providing 
huge returns on investment. The unwise alternative is to spread cuts across all programs, many of 
which are far off in the future—which, in the end, raises costs and delays benefits to the operator 
community. WAAS is a winner and we, as a nation, would be wise to preserve and nurture this 
important investment. 
 
Bunce is the president and CEO of the General Aviation Manufactures Association (GAMA), the 
international trade association representing over 80 of the world's leading manufacturers of 
general aviation airplanes and rotorcraft, engines, avionics, components and related services. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Avionics Sales Top $1.7 Billion in First Quarter 
General Aviation News, June 5, 2013  
 
In the first three months of 2013, total worldwide avionics sales amounted to $1,706,006,894.49, 
or more than $1.7 billion, as reported by the 20 aviation electronics manufacturers participating 
in the first quarterly Avionics Market Report from the Aircraft Electronics Association. 
 
The dollar amount (using net sales price, not manufacturer’s suggested retail price) includes: All 
aircraft electronic sales — including all component and accessories in cockpit/cabin/software 
upgrades/portables/noncertified aircraft electronics; all hardware (tip to tail); batteries; and 
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chargeable product upgrades from the participating manufacturers. The amount does not include 
repairs and overhauls, extended warranty or subscription services, according to AEA officials. 
 
The AEA first introduced its Avionics Market Report in March during the 56th annual AEA 
International Convention & Trade Show in Las Vegas. During the event’s Opening Ceremonies, 
the association reported the total year-end international avionics sales for 2012 was 
$6,279,317,197.54, or nearly $6.3 billion. 
 
The latest figures mark the AEA’s first quarterly report. The first year of reporting also will 
establish a baseline to compare total avionics sales against the same time period the previous 
year, according to association officials. 
 
The concept to produce the AEA Avionics Market Report began In April, when the AEA formed 
an ad hoc committee comprised of representatives of avionics manufacturers to solicit input on a 
new benefit for the AEA membership and general aviation industry. To date, 20 aviation 
electronics manufacturers have committed to participate in the report. Additional manufacturers 
will continue to be invited to contribute sales data, AEA officials said. 
 
The AEA Avionics Market Report also will continue to expand and provide greater detail in 
future reports. For example, it eventually will report not only the total dollar amount of 
worldwide sales for the current time period, but it also will report both certified and noncertified 
aircraft electronics units sold. In addition, the report will be enhanced to include dividing the 
numbers into domestic and international sales, fixed-wing versus rotorcraft, airplane categories 
and subscription sales. 
 
“Never before has there been a true capture of the dollar size of the general aviation electronics 
market,” said Paula Derks, AEA president. “Not only will this report be useful to our 
membership in strategic planning and examining market share, but it will be valuable 
information to promote our industry to the aviation community, investors, and most importantly, 
when informing our elected officials of the value of the industry to the global economy.” 
 
To ensure confidentiality, the participating manufacturing companies submit their overall sales 
figure to an independent third-party accounting firm retained to produce the AEA Avionics 
Market Report. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
GAO To Reassess NextGen, Sesar Interoperability 
Aviation Week, June 28, 2013 
By John Croft  
 
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) in September will launch a second review of the 
interoperability of the Single European Sky ATM Research (Sesar) and FAA ’s NextGen at the 
request of the U.S. House of Representatives aviation subcommittee. 
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“Interoperability” refers to the ability for European and U.S. aircraft to use each other’s air 
traffic management systems as next-generation air traffic control systems come on line. 
 
The first review, conducted in 2011, concluded that the FAA and European Union (EU) were 
“working collaboratively” but that the FAA must “better inform aviation stakeholders of efforts 
toward interoperability and to improve accountability for, and the credibility of, such efforts.” 
 
The recommendation came in part from skepticism the GAO encountered on both sides of the 
Atlantic as to whether NextGen and Sesar would ever come to fruition and whether airlines 
would voluntarily equip to use the systems , according to the report. 
 
Mechanisms to ensure interoperability include a “formal collaborative structure” set up by the 
U.S. and EU under a 2011 memorandum of cooperation, and the workings of joint standards 
development committees, including RTCA and Eurocae. 
 
Despite the efforts, some rifts are occurring due to scheduling and program structure , in some 
cases related to funding. A key area involves data communications, with Sesar planning for a 
2018 rollout of services that would require one type of radio, and the FAA planning for a 2023 
rollout of a more comprehensive version of the same service requiring a different type of radio . 
 
Gerald Dillingham, GAO’s director of physical infrastructure Issues, tells Aviation Week he will 
likely start the review in September, taking nine months to a year to complete the work . 
 
He says the review will cover the level of cooperation between the two organizations, and new 
developments. “Both [NextGen and Sesar] are having some of the same challenges, particularly 
the money challenge,” says Dillingham. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Paris EASA/FAA Conference Sees Calls for Greater Harmonization  
Aviation International News, June 17, 2013  
By Ian Sheppard 
 
Will the aviation world ever be truly seamless? This was the question being asked at last week’s 
annual EASA/FAA conference, held here in Paris. The goal seems as far away as ever with the 
U.S. and Europe struggling to fund ambitious new ATM systems. However, it was not missed on 
panelists that it is the developing world that might lead the way, as they have no legacy systems 
or personnel issues to deal with. 
 
Patrick Ky, who is executive director of the Sesar Joint Undertaking and will become EASA’s 
executive director on September 1, chaired a panel discussion titled “Towards a Global & 
Integrated Aviation System.” 
 
John Hamilton, Boeing v-p and former 737 chief project engineer, said, “I think harmonization is 
happening, although it’s a bit stop-go on some things.” He referred to the ICAO Block Upgrade 
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plan: “For the first time now all countries could move forward and participate in modernizing the 
ATM system, allowing more flexible and efficient routes.” He pointed out that the first RNP 
procedures were implemented around eight years ago in Alaska and now they are widespread in 
the U.S. and growing in number throughout the world. 
 
“The business case [for modernizing ATC] is very difficult to sell,” said Anne Jany, Airbus head 
of the airworthiness technical directorate. “[Also] we need to look at the regulatory framework. 
We need to understand the hard law and the soft law and how they work together. We need to 
think end-to end, as the aircraft can’t do it by itself.” 
 
John Hickey, FAA deputy associate administrator for aviation safety, warned: “There is not a 
uniformity of safety levels. If we’re not careful as we move forward with ATM we could further 
aggravate the differences in safety.” He worries about “divergence rather than harmonization; it 
was an easier world in the 1990s when we dealt with the harmonization of design standards.” 
 
With ATM modernization, Hickey observed, “Return on investment is a huge discussion going 
on in the U.S. right now. At the NextGen advisory committee operators said they will not invest 
in equipment unless they get return on investment.” He also noted that the only aspect of the 
future ATM system that had been mandated so far was data links in Europe. The U.S. meanwhile 
has a timetable to implement ADS-B OUT by 2020, its only mandate, with Europe coming on 
board with ADS-B earlier. “We’re just deciding what to do with ADS-B IN, too,” he added, 
noting the implications if pilots are expected to self-separate from other aircraft. “But my biggest 
concern is Datacomm, with different timetables and requirements; the Europeans are going to 
implement standards first and then we’re going to go above the Europeans, which could be 
untenable for operators.” 
 
Bullish as ever about the advantages of Sesar/NextGen technologies, Patrick Ky said, “We’re 
still using 1950s technology with VHF comms. The ATN [Aeronautical Telecommunications 
Network] ICAO standard was adopted in the 1990s and is only just being implemented in Europe 
this year, so it takes 20 to 30 years to adopt an ICAO standard.” He continued by asking, “Are 
we moving too fast?” This was prompted by Boeing v-p Hamilton’s comment that, “We almost 
feel that we are ahead [with technology in aircraft] and should slow down a bit” to let the ground 
infrastructure catch up. “I can’t tell you the number of operator CEOs who have said [to Boeing] 
that they send aircraft to the desert having not used some one or two million [worth of] 
equipment.” 
 
A discussion ensued about “Best-equipped, best-served,” which has been touted by some as a 
possible effective way to give operators payback for their investment in equipment. “We’re 
contemplating the controversial policy of best-equipped, best-served,” said the FAA’s Hickey. 
“We have a [general] policy that policy has to be cost-beneficial [for end-users].” 
 
Sesar’s Ky asked whether safety improvement could be used as a reason to mandate airspace 
advances. Hickey pointed out, “The flip-side of safety is with more precise flight paths we’re 
going to [have] more and more aircraft closer together, which could result in a less safe 
environment. So we have to look out for unintended consequences.” He also said that trying to 
introduce technology to improve ATC at the moment is proving difficult, with fiscal constraints 
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in the U.S.(sequestration) and strikes in Europe. “We sometimes fall into the ‘comfort zone’ of 
dealing with just the major airlines,” he added, “but in fact many [business aviation aircraft] 
actually have better equipment.” So it is struggling airlines that may find it hardest to afford new 
equipment. 
 
The panel also discussed pilot training and quality. Hickey noted that, “There is growing concern 
about the potential that the complexity of the airplane has surpassed the capability of the pilot,” 
and that pilot quality is not as it once was when most were ex-military and when it was a more 
attractive profession. “So the pilot is now seen as right on the border of minimum standards,” he 
warned. “There are now incidents where you can’t believe that pilots could behave that way, and 
if you bring more ATC advances and take the pilot away from doing any kind of work, how do 
you maintain [their skill set]?” 
 
Jany said that Airbus was spending a lot of time researching human factors and the risk of low 
situational awareness. 
 
Hickey summarized what needs to be done: “First, we have to be harmonized, but there is great 
consternation in mind as to how we get there. Second, we need to take a building-block 
approach; we can’t do it all at once. Third, we need to train the pilots and controllers.” 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Europe Unclogs Its Runways to Combat Flight Delays  
Wall Street Journal, June 3, 2013 
By Daneil Michaels and Marietta Cauchi  
 
Europe's airspace—saddled with congestion and inefficiency—has been showing signs of 
improvement nearer the ground. 
 
At some of the world's busiest hubs, including Paris and Frankfurt, flights and taxiing airplanes 
are starting to use systems that cut waiting time, fuel consumption and pollution. The measures 
are as basic as dispatching planes from their gates in the order they will take off, and routing 
planes to the nearest runway rather than to one across an airfield. 
 
"It's simple things that just were not being done," says Patrick Ky, chief executive of the 
European Union's air-traffic technology office, Sesar, which is involved in the projects. 
 
Europe's efforts to speed planes on the ground are a model for the world, according to the 
International Air Transport Association, the largest airline trade group, which is focusing on air 
traffic management at its annual meeting in Cape Town, South Africa, this week. 
 
Reworking airport operations "represents an important step toward an improved European 
airspace system," says Martin Riecken, spokesman for Germany's Deutsche Lufthansa AG, one 
of the world's biggest airlines. 
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IATA said Monday that industry profits are expected to rise to $12.7 billion this year from an 
estimated $7.6 billion in 2012, adding $2.1 billion in earnings to the trade group's last guidance 
in March. The improvement is underpinned by cost cutting and higher revenues as airlines fly 
fuller planes and sell more extras such as assigned seating. 
 
For years, the EU has been struggling to unsnarl its airspace—a project dubbed the Single 
European Sky. So far it has failed to remove bureaucratic barriers that divide 37 European 
countries into 63 weakly coordinated air-traffic control units. The fragmentation means Europe's 
hourly cost for airspace management is roughly double U.S. charges, according to Eurocontrol, 
the umbrella organization for European air-navigation agencies. 
 
IATA estimates the gridlock costs airlines and consumers roughly $6.5 billion annually and 
needlessly dumps about 16 million tons of greenhouse gasses into the atmosphere. Impatient 
with the lack of progress, the group and two European airline associations in February released 
their own action plan for the EU, which officials have so far brushed aside. 
 
Frustration goes beyond airlines and airports. For plane makers including Boeing Co. and the 
Airbus unit of European Aeronautics Defence & Space Co., and equipment providers such as 
Honeywell International Inc. and Thales SAK, the effort is vital to squeezing more planes in the 
sky and selling their next generation of products. 
 
In the U.S., where the single regulator—the Federal Aviation Administration—makes 
coordination easier than in Europe, politicians and airlines are struggling to automate traffic 
control with new technologies, such as live data links, though cost remains a hurdle. Europe is 
also pushing technology but first needs coordination, officials say. 
"Without political action to reform European airspace, the Single European Sky will not 
happen," says IATA general director Tony Tyler. 
 
Rather than wait for that action, airlines, airports and national air-traffic managers are trying to 
cut delays locally. At airports, they have been learning to plan together and share information. 
Traditionally, each of them optimized its own operations, with little concern for the others. 
Planes, for example, would leave gates without knowing when they could take off and burn fuel 
while waiting. 
 
Above European airports, airlines and controllers are also now trying to plan flights so planes 
approach a destination when the airport has space, rather than letting jetliners circle needlessly 
until a landing slot opens. A test program at London's Heathrow Airport, the world's busiest 
international hub, has cut the time planes spend holding overhead by up to 20%, according to 
Britain's air-traffic manager, NATS Ltd. 
 
The effort relies on a seemingly simple change: slow planes on descent, to time their landing 
more precisely. But in Europe's patchwork of small countries, slowing a flight to London can 
mean extra work for controllers in neighboring France or Netherlands, who receive no benefit 
from Heathrow's punctuality. So extending the project beyond a trial—as controllers plan to next 
year within the Single Sky—means cajoling national controllers to cooperate better. 
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"There's a lot of politics getting in the way," says Vincent De Vroey, general manager of 
operations at the Association of European Airlines, a trade group. 
 
On the ground at airports, politics is being trumped by profit. Most big European airports have 
been privatized and so want to boost revenues while minimizing investments. Improving 
cooperation with airlines and controllers lets airports squeeze in more flights without adding 
runways or terminals, officials say. 
 
The effort began about a decade ago, when Munich and Brussels airports started working with 
Eurocontrol on ways to cut the time between a plane's landing and departure. Planning and 
organization took several years because it required upending routines without undercutting 
safety, they say. 
 
"For the most part, it's a cultural change, and that can obviously take some time," says Robert 
O'Meara, spokesman for the Airports Council International-Europe, a trade group now 
overseeing the project for airports. 
 
By 2011, Munich had cut average taxi time by 10% and boosted flight punctuality, while airlines 
at Brussels were saving roughly $3.5 million on fuel annually, according to ACI Europe. 
 
Today, 35 European airports have either adopted or are introducing the collaborative approach. 
In Paris, the approach "has clearly improved operations in difficult situations" such as snow, says 
Ulli Gendrot, spokeswoman for the Air France unit of Air France-KLM. More work is needed to 
cut taxiing times, she says. 
 
As improvements slowly emerge, industry officials say they highlight how the industry should be 
working together. "We need to rethink a bit the notion of cooperation in Europe because of this," 
said Mr. Ky at Sesar. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
CANSO Launches Major Initiative to Improve Runway Safety by Reducing 
Unstable Approaches  
CANSO News, June 18, 2013 
  
CANSO, the Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation, has launched a major initiative to 
improve runway safety at airports. The initiative provides a runway safety checklist for airports 
and air navigation service providers (ANSPs) as well as key tips for both pilots and air traffic 
controllers.  
 
Launching the initiative at the CANSO Global ATM Summit, CANSO Director General Jeff 
Poole said, “Safety is our number one priority and the initiative on unstable approaches aims to 
reduce the risk of a significant runway incident or accident. By partnering with regulators, 
airports, airlines and ANSPs, CANSO has developed global safety tools that will make a major 
contribution to safe flying.” 
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A runway excursion is an event in which an aircraft veers off or overruns the runway surface 
during either take-off or landing. There are many factors that can cause a runway excursion, 
including runway contamination, adverse weather conditions, mechanical failure, pilot error and 
unstable approaches. This CANSO initiative focuses on unstable approaches.  
 
A stable approach is vitally important to the safe conclusion of a flight. The pilot needs to be in a 
safe position to land. If the aircraft does not meet the criteria for a stable approach, such as being 
at the wrong height, flying too fast or approaching at the wrong angle, the approach will most 
likely be an unstable one. According to the International Air Transport Association (IATA), an 
unstable approach was identified as a contributing factor for 17% of accidents between 2008 and 
2012.  
 
Poole added, “Air traffic control (ATC) plays an important role in contributing to safe, stable 
approaches and reducing the risk of runway excursions. This includes ensuring that controllers 
appreciate what is required for a pilot to achieve a stabilised approach, issuing proper clearances 
and providing timely and accurate weather information. We have produced one-page easy-to-
read ‘key tips’ for pilots and air traffic controllers (ATCOs) to make sure that aircraft are 
managed safely in the final stage of flight before landing. We are also focused on ensuring that 
the right systems are in place to improve runway safety overall through our Runway Safety 
Maturity Checklist.”  
 
As well as the key tips for pilots and ATCOs, the material that is being launched includes a 
revised and updated education booklet “Unstable Approaches – ATC Considerations,” as well as 
an app that can be downloaded to smart devices such as tablets and smartphones at 
www.cansosafety.com. The Runway Safety Maturity Checklist is designed to be used by ANSPs, 
airlines, airport operators, regulators and ATEL/ANAV providers to benchmark their levels of 
maturity with regard to managing runway safety risks. The checklist identifies key elements of 
risk control and uses a series of questions to assess the maturity of an organisation against each 
element.  
 
The material is based on risk models developed by controllers, pilots, airport operators, 
regulatory and safety specialists from around the world. This methodology identified key risk 
areas that might lead to a runway excursion. One of the aims is to improve understanding and 
working relationships between pilots and controllers so both understand the risk factors involved 
in an unstable approach and can mitigate them.  
 
Poole concluded, “CANSO will now work with its industry partners, governments and regulators 
to roll out these materials and to ensure widespread adoption and awareness across the industry. 
We urge all organisations to take advantage of the best practices that are contained in the key 
tips, app, booklet and other materials in order to achieve significant improvements in runway 
safety”.  
 
Return to Headlines 
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EU Threatens Fines under New 'Single Sky' Plan 
Aerospace & Defense News, June 11, 2013 
By Marianne Barriaux 
 
The European Union unveiled Tuesday controversial plans for its decade-old dream of a single 
airspace, despite a strike by air traffic controllers in France and plans for protests in several 
countries. 
 
The plans include fines for member states that fail to meet targets for the creation of a "Single 
European Sky", a scheme that Brussels says will cut costs, reduce pollution and increase safety. 
 
Unions say the plans will lead to job losses and affect work conditions while France -- where 
hundreds of flights were cancelled due to the strike on Tuesday -- and Germany expressed 
doubts. 
 
But EU Transport Commissioner Siim Kallas, revealing the details of the plan at the European 
Parliament, said the "ambitious reforms" would reduce congestion in European airspace. 
 
"It is like one of those mirages in the desert -- each time you get closer it seems to move further 
away. We think the time has come to take more decisive action on behalf of Europe's air 
transport customers and airlines," Kallas said. 
 
"If we leave things as we are we will be confronted with heavy congestion and chaos in our 
airspace," he added. 
 
The proposals by the European Commission -- the EU's executive arm -- must be approved by all 
27 member states and the European Parliament before becoming law. 
 
Brussels said it would have greater powers to set air traffic control performance targets for 
member states "and enable sanctions to be applied when targets are not met." 
 
The plans also include creating separate, independent bodies to oversee air traffic authorities. 
 
The Commission laid the blame for delays in creating a single airspace with member states, 
saying that many had fallen "significantly short of the overall level of ambition." 
 
French Transport Minister Frederic Cuvillier said in a statement that he and his German 
counterpart Peter Ramsauer had written to Kallas setting out their "reservations" about the plans. 
 
"France does not support the new European Commission plan," he said. 
 
Around 1,800 flights were cancelled in France Tuesday due to the three-day strike. 
 
Separately controllers in 11 countries will stage protests on Wednesday, such as working to rule, 
the European Transport Workers' Federation said. 
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The EU says the single sky plan could triple its airspace capacity, improve safety ten-fold, 
reduce pollution by 10 percent and cut air traffic management costs by 50 percent. 
 
Fragmented country-by-country air control costs close to five billion euros ($6.6 billion) a year 
to airlines and passengers, adding 42 kilometres (26 miles) to the distance of an average flight, 
thus also harming the environment and causing delays. 
 
The United States controls the same amount of airspace with more traffic at almost half the cost. 
 
The International Air Carrier Association welcomed the proposals but called for more action. 
 
"Today's proposal is yet another attempt to reform the system but it doesn't go nearly far 
enough," said IACA director general Sylviane Lust. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
Thales Trials Eye-Tracking Systems to Improve Controllers’ Datalink Use 
Aviation Week, June 7, 2013  
By Anthony Osborne 
 
Thales is testing an electronic eye-tracking system for next-generation air traffic management 
systems that will make greater use of delivering instructions through datalinks rather than voice 
commands. 
 
Currently, controllers in busy centers may be in contact with an aircraft every 6-7 sec., updating 
data on aircraft in their airspace sectors on the large digital screens in front of them. 
 
But as traffic gets heavier, an increasing proportion of time will have to be spent inputting data 
into the system. According to Thales, the current “traditional” process of using a mouse and a 
keyboard is time-consuming, so experts are testing eye-tracking equipment to speed up 
navigation capabilities. 
 
The engineers at Thales are using off-the-shelf eye-movement tracking devices and a touch-
screen tablet computer. The eye-tracking system—once calibrated to the user’s eye 
movements—is used to select which aircraft the controller wants to receive more details about. 
Details of the aircraft appear on the touch-screen device, which is then used input the necessary 
data. 
 
Jean Phillippe Pinheiro, a human factors expert at Thales ’ SkyCentre ATM innovation 
laboratory in Rungis, near Paris, said that in trials controllers had seen a 50-70% decrease in the 
amount of time needed to input data , resulting in more efficient surveillance. “This started off as 
a simple exercise in helping the guys with this work,” said Pinheiro, “but it has resulted in at 
least a 40% reduction in the time spent.” 
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According to Pinheiro, the project is one of 30 innovations currently being studied by ATM 
engineers at the SkyCentre . Aviation Week was among the first publications to see the facility, 
which was opened late last year to allow experimentation and demonstration of new ATM 
technologies to customers. 
 
Pinheiro said that test already had been conducted to determine if the eye-tracking technology 
was sensitive enough to work with the smaller icons used in the company’s TopSky ATM on-
route management systems. Because the eye-tracking system knows where the operator’s 
attention is focused on the screen, warnings about potential traffic conflicts would be raised in a 
portion of the screen the controller is viewing, directing them to look at another part of the 
display to avert traffic problems. 
 
Return to Headlines 
 
 
NASA Awards Contracts to Resolve NextGen “Operational Challenges” 
Aviation Week, June 6, 2013  
By John Croft 
 
NASA has awarded $38 million in contracts to four companies to address “system technology 
gaps that are exposed by the operational challenges” of the next-generation air traffic control 
system (NextGen). 
 
The $9.5 million, two-year contracts, each with three one-year follow-on options, were awarded 
to Boeing, Honeywell, Rockwell Collins and Saab Sensis on June 3. NASA began soliciting 
proposals for the work in November 2012. Along with requirements analysis and design, and 
analysis of systems concepts, the companies are tasked with simulating and flight-testing 
solutions for the system’s technology gaps. 
 
For airborne flight decks or ground-based unmanned aircraft control stations, the research will 
include technologies and methods to improve situational awareness of real-time electronic 
information. That information may include the aircraft’s position in four dimensions, the location 
and identity of traffic, terrain and obstacles, and the location and type of hazardous weather. The 
companies also are tasked with studying the human factors designs of how that information can 
be best presented on flight decks or at control stations , including developing human-machine 
interfaces that “reduce uncertainties associated with real-time information presentation,” 
according to the contract documentation. 
 
Evaluations are to include both simulated and flight tests of human-in-the-loop experiments. 
 
The contracts also are intended to aid in the design of new air traffic control systems for 
NextGen. Along with increasing situational awareness for controllers, the research is to include 
new designs for strategic and tactical collaborative decision-making, “seamless surveillance,” 
controller-pilot datalink communications and alerting pilots when they deviate from their routes. 
 
NASA has not revealed what tasks will be assigned to specific contractors. 
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Is a Commercial Aviation Biofuel Industry Around the Corner?  
Breaking Media, Inc., June 27, 2013 
By Jared Anderson    
 
If turning that corner within a decade is acceptable, then the answer is yes. At least according to 
a major study released today that includes input from a wide range of stakeholders including the 
investment community, regulators, government and academia. 
 
 
The study, completed by Midwest Aviation Sustainable Biofuels Initiative (MASBI), seeks to 
develop an “actionable roadmap” to foster a sustainable advanced biofuels industry that can help 
the US reduce carbon emissions from the aviation sector and strengthen energy security. 
 
Each year, more than 20 billion gallons of jet fuel are required to support US commercial 
aviation and the US military. And while the military is the largest single jet fuel consumer, the 
armed forces account for less than 50% of the total, Seth Snyder, an ARGONNE National 
Laboratory researcher – and one of the study’s lead researchers – recently told Breaking Energy. 
 
The military is famous for pioneering the use of new technology that becomes mainstream – 
some claim microwave ovens began this way – but Snyder believes major aviation biofuel 
breakthroughs will come from the private sector. 
 
“The military has made some investments, at what some would call above-market rates, but the 
private sector is the most likely source of a breakthrough,” he said. “If we create the signals that 
there’s a market, industry will innovate. And the military can create those signals by saying they 
will purchase “x” amount [of fuel] at commercial rates.” 
 
MASBI’s recommendations cover research and development, production, financing, policy and 
sustainability, and provide a realistic assessment of the prospects to commercialize renewable jet 
fuels. 
 
With regard to R&D, the study recommends innovation for non-nutritional feedstock sources of 
aviation biofuels. Most of the fuel currently produced comes from vegetable oil, which mostly 
produces renewable diesel fuel and yields a smaller volume of aviation fuel, Snyder explained. 
“We recommend tailoring feedstocks so the product that comes out is jet instead of diesel.” 
 
More research is required into potential market dynamics of various feedstocks and the products 
they can produce, such as soaps and lubricants. “What in addition to jet fuel can you make from 
these feedstocks?” Snyder asked. This is important because companies producing different 
products using the same feedstocks that produce jet fuel could create a competitive situation that 
constrains feedstock supply and increases the price of the finished jet fuel product. 
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“Companies will make what nets the most money. Why will someone make jet if there is a 
higher margin elsewhere? We need detailed analysis into this,” Snyder said. 
 
On the production side of the equation, one critical recommendation is to expedite regulatory 
approvals for advanced aviation biofuels. For example, receiving EPA qualification for advanced 
biofuels – which is required to receive Renewable Identification Numbers (RINs), the 
mechanism used to enforce Renewable Fuels Standards (RFS) – is a slow process that must be 
sped up, said Snyder. 
 
“If products are not approved, that sends a signal not to invest.” 
 
The study makes several financing recommendations, like balancing risk and reward for early 
adopters. The research finds starting with smaller-scale operations that can become commercially 
viable, then grow over time is preferable to jumping directly into highly capital-intensive, high-
risk, high-volume operations. “The idea is to lock in a certain volume the market will take and 
economies of scale will bring down costs and increase volumes over time,” he said. 
 
Snyder referenced the recent United Airlines deal to purchase 15 million gallons of renewable jet 
fuel over a 3-year period as an example. 
 
“We have executed a definitive purchase agreement with AltAir Fuels for cost-competitive, 
sustainable, advanced biofuels at commercial scale, representing a historic milestone for 
aviation. In this strategic partnership, AltAir Fuels will retrofit part of an existing petroleum 
refinery to become a 30 million gallon, advanced biofuel refinery near Los Angeles, Calif. 
AltAir will produce low-carbon, renewable jet fuel and other renewable products. United has 
collaborated with AltAir Fuels since 2009 and has agreed to buy 15 million gallons of lower-
carbon, renewable jet fuel over a three-year period, with the option to purchase more. We’re 
purchasing the advanced biofuel at a price competitive with traditional, petroleum-based jet fuel, 
and AltAir expects to begin delivering five million gallons of renewable jet fuel per year to us 
starting in 2014. We’ll use the biofuel on flights operating out of our Los Angeles hub (LAX).” –  
United Airlines. 
 
The study also makes several policy recommendations to help foster a commercial renewable jet 
fuel industry, with medium- to long-term regulatory certainty being of paramount importance. 
There needs to be a reasonable degree of certainty that policies will remain in place long enough 
for investors to recoup capital, said Snyder. 
 
In keeping with the start-small approach, the researchers suggest demonstration projects could be 
built in regions that want this type of development – and the job/economic growth it brings – but 
don’t want to wait for federal policy support. 
 
“States and regions can supply construction bonds to get smaller plants built, that over time will 
become the large-scale producers,” Snyder said. 
 
The researchers anticipate a commercial-scale aviation biofuel industry could develop within a 
decade if their recommendations are acted upon. 
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“There was a lot of debate and discussion, we brought a lot of minds together to evaluate the 
entire value chain, including industry, academia, the investment community, government and 
NGOs,” Snyder told Breaking Energy. While 100% approval from all stakeholders was not 
possible, these recommendations represent a maximum compromise, he said. 
 
“As an organization, we are committed to success.” 
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